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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

South Africa is one of the most biodiverse countries in the world

8%
6%
2%
of the world’s
land area

of the world’s plant
and mammal
species

of the world’s bird
species

South Africa
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

Together with bioprospecting, wildlife conforms the core of South Africa’s
biodiversity economy

Bioprospecting
Searching for, collecting, harvesting
and extracting living or dead
indigenous species, or derivatives
and genetic material thereof for
commercial or industrial purposes

Wildlife
Centred on game and wildlife
farming/ ranching activities that
relate to the stocking, trading,
breeding, and hunting of game, and
all the services and goods required
to support this value chain
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

The wildlife economy is regulated by the public sector & operationalized
by the private sector with support from academic & research organizations

Government sectors: Strategic
oversight

Supporting sectors:
Implementation support

Investors & private sector:
Commercialization and
economic development

Communities: Implementation
and economic development

Government departments
(national and provincial)

Academic
institutions

Research
councils

Business

Banks

Communities

Cooperatives

Conservation agencies

NGOs

Local
government

PPPs

Entrepreneurs

CBOs

Entrepreneurs

Markets

Venture
capitalist

Markets
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

The Wildlife sector has been growing consistently faster than the general
economy, contributing R 3 billion to GDP in 2014
Wildlife GDP contribution, R billions
2.88

3.01

2.61
2.35
1.66

2008
Wildlife Sector
Growth p.a.
General GDP
Growth p.a.

1.87

2.11

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

9.2%

13.5%

9.9%

9.3%

4.5%

9.3%

-1.54%

3.04%

3.21%

2.22%

2.21%

1.52%

SOURCE: National Biodiversity Economy Strategy & Stats SA
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

The sector has also shown a stable growth in job creation
Employment in Wildlife
000s

Employment in Agriculture
000s

80,000

800,000

+6.1% p.a.

70,000

700,000
610,000

60,000

620,000
580,000
540,000

600,000

560,000
510,000

50,000

500,000

40,000
30,000

55,096

59,154

63,142

67,033

70,662

74,031

400,000
300,000

20,000

200,000

10,000

100,000

0

0
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

SOURCE: National Biodiversity Economy Strategy & Statistics on Farm Labour in South Africa – UP (2013)

2013
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

The NBES1 estimated the sector could reach R14 billion contribution to
GDP and double the number of jobs by 2030

GDP contribution

Job creation

Key assumptions

R billion

000 jobs

▪

GDP contribution is calculated
from the sector output, or total
revenue, using a ratio of GDP to
output

▪

Job creation (in number of jobs)
is estimated by using average
compensation of employees in
the relevant sectors and dividing
it into job creation (in rand value)
which is calculated from the
sector output, or total revenue,
using a ration of compensation
of employees to output

▪

Protected Area land is included
in these estimates

+5% p.a.2

+10 p.a.
13.9

175

75
3.0

2014

2030

2014

2030

1 National Biodiversity Economy Strategy

SOURCE: NBES; Four Sectors Report (DEA)
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

NBES also set up ambitious targets for transformation in the sector
Priority areas

Wildlife aspirations

Job creation across the value chain

60,000 additional jobs created

Land area expansion

2 million hectares of private owned,
communal and reform land improved
& developed for conservation and
commercial game ranching

Ownership of equity for improved
income, skills development, institutional
capacity building, entrepreneurship, food
and environmental security

R7 billion Equity:
 R4 billion in game
 R3 billion in fixed assets and
infrastructure

Sustainable use of indigenous biological/
genetic resources

Empowerment and Ownership under
black empowered and owned ranches

300,000 heads of wildlife
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

The wildlife sector comprises 3 sub-sectors
1 Wildlife ranching

▪ Primary activities:
– Breeding
– Live sale

2 Wildlife activities

▪ Primary activities:
– Wildlife Viewing
– Trophy Hunting
– Biltong Hunting

1 Wildlife products

▪ Primary activities:
– Game Meat Processing
– Skin and Hide Production
– Other products (e.g. curios
and decorations)

▪ Secondary contributors:
– Live captures
– Translocation Services
– Veterinary Services
– Fencing and maintenance

▪ Secondary contributors:
– Accommodation
– Transport
– Equipment & Supplies

▪ Secondary contributors:
– Packaging and
Transportation

(Arms, Ammunition etc.)
– Taxidermy
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 Of the estimated 8,979 wildlife ranches in South Africa, ~50% are in
Limpopo Province
South African has an approximately 6,734 ‘exempted’ ranches and 2,245 ‘open’ ranches
Estimated # wildlife ranches per province
Limpopo

4488

Mpumalanga
Gauteng
863
127

969
North West

Northern
Cape
851

Western
Cape

Free State
507

KwaZuluNatal
167

Eastern
Cape
745

263

SOURCE: An Assessment Of The Economic, Social And Conservation Value Of The Wildlife Ranching Industry
And Its Potential To Support The Green Economy In South Africa – Taylor, Lindsey and DaviesMostert (2016)
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 Wildlife ranching occupies 18.7 million ha (15.3%) of South Africa’s
total surface area
South African Land Area and uses, Ha millions
Portion
% of total
surface area

Land area
Millions of hectares
121.31

SA total surface area

37.9

Not suitable for agriculture/ranching

83.42

Suitable for livestock

All other*
(incl. livestock, crops, urban etc.)

64.7

31%

69%

18.73

Wildlife ranching*

SOURCE:

100%

*Note:
These
figures
may vary
depending
on source

15.3%

53.6%

1

FAOSTAT
AGRICULTURE: Facts & Trends South Africa: WWF (2009)
3 Taylor, Lindsey & Davies-Mostert (2016)
2
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 The majority of land currently used for wildlife ranching was converted
from cattle farming
Establishment of Wildlife Ranches, % of total (n=270)
Total

100%

Bought a cattle farm and converted it

46%

Bought an existing wildlife ranch

23%

Bought a partially converted cattle farm

9%

Inherited partially converted wildlife ranch
Inherited a cattle farm and converted it
Other

8%
6%
8%

SOURCE: ABSA: Game Ranch Profitability in South Africa (2015)
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 The average wildlife ranch is ~2,100 ha
Average Ranch Size per province
Ha (n=251)
Northen Cape

Carrying Capacity by eco-region
LSU per Ha
4,504
20

Karoo
KwaZulu-Natal

3,475

Western Cape

3,180

North West

1,677

Limpopo

1,634

Mpumalanga

1,339

Eastern Cape

1,322

Free State

12

Bushveld

10

Lowveld

1,137
Grassland

Gauteng

13

Kalahari

6

1,000
Ø 2,141
SOURCE: Taylor, Lindsey & Davies-Mostert (2016) & ABSA: Game Ranch Profitability in South Africa (2015)
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 Wildlife ranching appears to outperform traditional livestock in average
return on capital
Return on Capital, %
Game

Traditional Livestock

10.30
9.00
8.30
7.00

7.20

5.70
4.80
3.00
1.90
0.90

Grassland

Lowveld

Bushveld

Kalahari

SOURCE: Commercial wildlife ranching's contribution to a resource efficient low carbon pro-employment green
economy; Dr. G. Dry (2011)

Karoo
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 To increase return on capital, some ranchers farm intensively with high
value species or colour variants
Return on Capital
(Habitat comparison) %

Return on Capital (Year 3
System comparison) %

Extensive

Sable (Semi extensive)

Semi extensive with Sable

Golden Wildebeest (Semi Extensive)
Disease-free Buffalo (Semi Extensive)

12.70

Plains Game (Extensive)

9.90
9.00

9.40

9.00

39.4%
27.6%

5.30
3.60

3.10

18.6%
2.50

2.00

3.3%
Grassland

Lowveld BushveldKalahari Karoo

SOURCE: ABSA: Game Ranch Profitability in South Africa (2015)
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 30% of ranchers own high value species and only 5% of ranchers own
colour variants
Proportion of ranches breeding certain species, Percentage of total ranches

40
30
25

5

High-value species
(sable, roan etc.)

Low-value
Plains Game
(Impala etc.)

High-value
Plains Game
(Nyala Letchwe etc.)

SOURCE: ABSA: Game Ranch Profitability in South Africa (2015)

Colour or
Morphological
Variants
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

1 Despite only being 8.7% of animals sold in 2015, high-value species
and colour variants contributed 70.3% of total revenue
Plains Game

# Animals sold, Auction Sales

High Value Species

Colour Variants

Revenue Generated at Auctions, Millions
23,762

686
8.5%

714
13.6%

20,477
446
91.3%
29.6%
83.5%

90.9%

76.1%

14,952
92.9%
0.7%
6.4%

46.0%
2.0%

3.9%

6.7%

5.2%
2013

2014

2015

7.9%

10.3%

2013

2014

SOURCE: Presentation on Game Ranching during Lab: Dr. G Dry (28 April 2016) – Data from selective
auctions and non-exhaustive

24.4%
2015
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY
Estimated Private Sales

1 The total live sales market is estimated to
have generated almost R 5 billion in 2013

Auction Sales

Estimated Revenue from Auctions and Private sales, R Billions
+5% p.a.
4.08

4.28

4.48

4.69

5.46
4.91

4.95

3.13

3.27

3.30

3.64

2.72

2.85

2.99

1.36

1.43

1.49

1.56

1.64

1.65

1.82

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Auction sales are estimated to contribute 15-20% of total sales. However, this cannot be
currently be verified and therefore these private sales estimates are not included in any
other economic data.
SOURCE: Situation analysis of four selected sub-sectors of the biodiversity and conservation sector in South
Africa (2014)
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 Domestic hunting is the largest
revenue contributor to the wildlife sector

Hunting (Domestic)

Live Game Sales

Hunting (International)

Wildlife Products

Revenue of the wildlife sector by sub sectors (2008 – 2015), R Billion
Relative
Size, 2015

CAGR
2008-15

10.66
+7.95% p.a.

9.33

9.69

8.55
7.80
7.08
6.41
5.78

3.54

4.00

4.50

5.03

7.08

66.4%

9.05%

6.15

6.44

1.19

1.31

1.37

1.51

14.2%

9.14%

5.58

0.85

0.96

1.07

1.36
0.19

1.49
0.21

1.56

1.64

1.65

1.82

17.0%

4.3%

1.30
0.18

1.43
0.20

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.25

2.4%

4.2%

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

0.75

SOURCE: Situation analysis of four selected sub-sectors of the biodiversity and conservation sector in South
Africa (2014) with projections based on 2013 baseline
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 Between 60-70% of the value of the hunting sector
comes from ancillary goods and services
Pre-hunt

Hunt

R3b
1.1

Equipment

R2b

Local Hunting

3.0

Accommodation

0.7

Food and beverage

0.5

International
Hunting

0.5

Other (Meat
processing etc.)

1.2

0.8

Transport
Fees

Post-hunt

R 5.1 b

Live Sales

R 10.1 b Total Revenue

0.7
0.4

Eco-tourism

0.3

Taxidermy

Game meat

0.6

0.2
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 Number of international hunters has been decreasing since 2013,
revenue is growing due to the increase in the average spend per hunter
Average Spend of Int Hunters p/a

Average Spend of Int Hunters p/a
R billions

# of International Hunters p/a

# of International Hunters p/a
# of Hunters

1.8

10,000

1.6

9,000

1.4

8,000
7,000

1.2

6,000

1.0
0.8

Recent
Revenue
Growth

Worldwide
Recession

0.6

5,000
4,000
3,000

0.4

2,000

0.2

1,000

0
2008

0
2009

2010

2011

2012

SOURCE: Situation Analysis Of Four Selected Sub-sectors Of The Biodiversity And Conservation Sector In
South Africa (2014) & Department of Environmental Affairs

2013
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 59.5% of International Hunters in 2013 visited from North America
Origin of International Hunters, %

0.7

59.7
33.4
0.5
0.4
3.7

Other

SOURCE: Department of Environmental Affairs

1.6
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 Approximately 130,000 animals were hunted by international hunters
in 2014
Most Common Trophy Species

Most Expensive Trophy Species

% of all Trophy Animals Hunted

USD
18

Impala

13

Warthog

Black Rhinoceros
White Rhinoceros

300,000
74,000

Elephant - African

26,500

Lion

21,200

Buffalo - African/
Cape

13,000

Roan Anthelope

10,420

Sable Anthelope

9,400

12

Springbok

11

Kudu

Blue Wildebeest

5

Blesbok

5

SOURCE: Department of Environmental Affairs
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 South Africa has a competitive offering compared to other
African countries
Country
South Africa

Botswana
Namibia
Mozambique

Known for

Attraction

Challenges

▪ Dangerous game and plains

▪ ‘Combo trips’ (hunting,

▪ Big 5 is expensive, customs

game (and more recently exotics
such as black impala and golden
wildebeest)

▪ Dangerous game and plains
game

▪ Dangerous game and plains
game

▪ Quality of dangerous
game

▪ Safe, stable, and

▪ Limited quotas and recent ban
of hunting on public land

▪ Expensive

relatively unpopulated

▪ Inexpensive

▪ Infrastructure

▪ Dangerous game

▪ Level of variety and

▪ Expensive (taxes, trophy fees,

quality

▪ Plains game and endemic
species such as Uganda Kob,
Nile bushbuck and Uganda
defassa waterbuck

▪ Dangerous game

▪ Growing industry with
new areas becoming
available

▪ Luangwa Valley

charters, daily rates, and
government fees)

▪ Lack of infrastructure and
regulatory hurdles

▪ Fraudulent Outfitters,
unlicensed guides and
uncertainty about concessions

Zambia

Zimbabwe

(firearm paperwork) and trophy
exporting

▪ Buffalo and plains game

Tanzania

Uganda

fishing and safari) with
the family

▪ Buffalo, Lion, Leopard and plains
game

SOURCE: Lab internal analysis

▪ Economical for

▪ Political Strife

dangerous game hunts
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 South Africa is competing with Namibia as Southern Africa’s premium
hunting destination
Average prices of hunting in Southern Africa1

Buffalo

Kudu

Lion

Total
Package

Elephant

Leopard

45,650

45,650

13,300

1,460

27,500

100,910

12,550

42,000

12,500

2,490

27,375

96,915

8,239

40,400

9,300

2,420

17,900

78,259

7,384

29,130

13,636

2,410

20,080

72,640

Namibia

South Africa

Mozambique

Zimbabwe

1 All prices are USD and are based on an average price from up to 5 independent Hunting Outfitters

SOURCE: Lab internal analysis
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 Revenue from domestic hunters are increasing despite a decrease
in animals per hunter
Revenue Per Hunter, Rand
39,800

Animals Per Hunter, # of Animals
11

8

27,790

2010

2015

2010

SOURCE: Van der Merwe & Saayman (adapted from Flippie Cloete presentation at 2016 WRSA conference)

2015
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

2 Springbok is the most hunted animal in SA whilst elephant is amongst
the most expensive
Most Common Species

Highest Cost Species

Average hunted in 2013
(From a sample of domestic hunters)

Average R per head, 2013
(Price for domestic hunters)

Springbok

30%

Impala

15%
11%

Blesbok

Elephant
Lion

8%

Leopard

Warthog

8%

Hippopotamus

Blue
Wildebeest

7%
6%

47,500

Buffalo

Kudu

Oryx

65,000

45,000
41,000
22,000

Giraffe

9,214

Nyala

7,281

SOURCE: VAN DER MERWE, P., GELDENHUYS, L., SCHOLTZ, M. and SAAYMAN, M (2013b). National
profile and economic impact of biltong hunters in South Africa 2013. North-West University: Tourism
Research in Economic Environs & Society.
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

3 There is a wide variety of wildlife products that can be produced
and promoted
Example Products

Products made from bone
▪ Jewelry
▪ Curios

Products made from skin
▪ Wallets & handbags
▪ Shoes

Animal Hides

Products made from horn
▪ Lampstands
▪ Decorations

Game Meat
28

CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

3 Between 2008 and 2013, game meat revenue grew by
18% p.a.; however, it contributes less than 2% to the industry

Revenue from Game meat, R billions

Domestic Market

International Market

0.23
+18.4% p.a.
0.15
0.10

0.10

0.11

0.20
0.11

0.13

0.11
0.07

0.08

0.08

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.04

2008

2009

2010

Domestic
Consumption
Tons of meat

2,972

2,841

International
Exports
Tons of meat

650

650

0.09

0.10

2011

2012

2013

2,976

3,752

3,811

4,131

694

861

2,000

2,143

SOURCE: Situation Analysis Of Four Selected Sub-sectors Of The Biodiversity And Conservation Sector In
South Africa (2014)
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY
Rawhides & skins

3 The export value of other wildlife products
is declining overall

Bones & horn-cores degelatinised
Ivory and animal material (unworked)
Worked ivory & art of animal material

Revenue from other wildlife product exports, USD million

23.3
19.7

-4.4% p.a.

20.5
18.8
16.6

16.0
13.5

2008

2009

2010

SOURCE: UN Comtrade

2011

2012

2013

2014

14.3

2015
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CONTEXT AND OPPORTUNITY

3 By 2030, South Africa could produce up to 206,000 tons
of game meat p.a.
Total land available for wildlife ranches is
projected to grow by 50% through 2030…

…with the increase in land and a formalised
game meat industry, SA could produce 206K
tons of game meat by 2030

Ha millions

Ton produced

Trophy Hunting

Culling

Biltong Hunting

206,000
10.0%
50%

20.0%
+413.1%

30.0
70.0%

20.0
27.2%
38.8%
34.0%
2014

2030

SOURCE: Taylor, Lindsey & Davies-Mostert (2016) and Internal Analysis

40,150

2014

2030
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LAB PROCESS

The Wildlife lab worked for 5 weeks to gather and prioritise issues
and to develop solutions and action plans
April 11, 2016

Lab preparation

Gathering baseline information

Gathering
of issues

Identification of
issues
Structuring
problems into
addressable
breakdowns

May 13, 2016

5 weeks
Prioritization
of issues

Developing
solutions

Prioritize based
on

Discussion of
possible
solutions

▪ Time horizon
▪ Impact vs.
ease of implementation

Prioritization of
solutions

▪ Sustainability/

Developing
detail action
plan

Syndication with
stakeholders
Detailed action
plan with budget,
timeline, and
person
accountable

Finalization

Finalization and
documentation
of report
Preparation for
cabinet workshop

criticality
25
issues identified

17
prioritized
issues

25
initiatives

15 detailed
action plans
and 6 recommendations
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Session type

LAB PROCESS

Week 1: Aspirations & challenges
Monday 11/04
08:0009:00am

9:00am –
12.30pm

12.30pm –
1.30pm

Tuesday 12/04

5.00pm –
5.30pm
5.30pm –
6.00pm
6.00pm
onwards

Capability
building

Expert input

Wednesday 13/04

Thursday 14/04

Syndication with
Steerco

Networking

Theme day

Friday 15/04
Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central /
Participant registration

Facilicators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Introduction
▪ Setting lab context
and expectations

Aspirations and Lab
charter (1/2)
▪ Build Lab charter

Building our issue tree
(1/2)
▪ Problem solve issues
and rootcauses

Workstream Planning
▪ Split in workstreams
▪ Define analyses and
experts required

In-lab training
▪ Problem Solving
▪ Lab output (Ocean’s)

Challenge session
▪ Test lab charter

Challenge session
▪ Test issue tree

Initial initiative list
▪ Hypothesized initiatives

Building our issue tree
(2/2)
▪ Refine issue tree
▪ Prioritize issues

Wildlife Environmental
Sustainability Day
▪ By work stream
– Expert
presentations
– Round table
discussion
– Discuss
implications for
challenges

Field visit debrief
▪ Key observations
▪ Implications for issues

Field visits and best
practices
▪ HUNTEX (Wildlife)
▪ Annique (Bioprospecting)
▪ Durban and PE port
upgrade presentation
(C&M Tourism)

Lunch
Fact pack & Scoping WS
▪ Reading through FP
▪ Recap of Scoping WS

1.30pm –
5.00pm

Working
on output

Team learning
▪ Working together

Aspirations and Lab
charter (2/2)
▪ Refine Lab charter
Experts in Work Stream

Preparing for leadership
PS
▪ Compile story
▪ Gather questions

Feedback & Reflection
▪ One-on-one coaching
▪ Individual Learning Log

Visioning
▪ What is our
shared vision?

In-lab training
▪ Giving and receiving
feedback

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with Central

Dinner

Homework

TBD

Aspiration analyses

Challenge analyses

Issue analyses

End-of-day
deliverable

Vision statement

Lab charter

Issue tree/key issues

TBD

Icon legend
Template available

Training material available

DG leadership present
for in-lab engagement

Vision, Lab charter, Key
Issues, Week 1 Word Exec
Summary
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Session type

LAB PROCESS

Working
on output

Week 2: Initiatives
Monday 18/04
08:0009:00am

9:00am –
12.30pm

12.30pm –
1.30pm

Tuesday 19/04

5.00pm –
5.30pm
5.30pm –
6.00pm
6.00pm
onwards

Expert input

Syndication with
Steerco

Networking

Wednesday 20/04

Thursday 21/04

Friday 22/04

Theme day

Facilicators check in with
Central

Facilicators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Develop initiatives for
each challenge (10,000
feet)
▪ Brain-storm session
▪ Develop 5-15 initiaitves
▪ Quantify preliminary
impact

Wildlife transformation
discussionLand Day
▪ Plenary presentation
(stakeholders)
▪ Refine issues and
initiatives

Field visits and best
practices
▪ CSIR (Bioprospecting)
include afternoon
plenary discussion on
informal market/biotrade
▪ M&C Tourist survey –
JHB tourists sites 27
April

Field visit debrief
▪ Key observations
▪ Implications for initiatives

Fleshing
out
initiatives
(2/2)

Fleshing
out
initiatives
(2/2)

Storylining
(LF+LL1)
▪ Develop
Steerco
storyline

Experts in Work Stream

Finalise SteerCo
preparation
Feedback & Reflection
▪ One-on-one feedback
▪ Individual Learning Log

Lunch
Challenge session
▪ Test feasibility of
initiatives with expert

1.30pm –
5.00pm

Capability
building

Prioritization
 Prioritize initiatives
based on feasibility and
impact to <10 initiatives

Land Day2
▪ By work stream
– Presentations
– Round table
discussions
– Discuss
implications for
initiatives

Fleshing out initiatives
(1/2)
 Impact
 Budget

Storylining
(LF+LL1)

Simulation “real-play”
▪ Dry run for DG visits

DG EA and Toursim week
1 outputs (telecon.)

Lab teams check out

▪ teams check out
Lab

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Dinner

Connectivity dinner

Homework

Initiative impact analyses

N/A

Initiative impact analyses

Finalize SteerCo
presentation

End-of-day
deliverable

Prioritized initiatives

TBD

Initiative charters

SteerCo presentation

1 Lead facilitator + Lab Leader only

DG EA,Tourism, and
economic cluster and
HoDs plenary discussion
on Week 1 and 2 outputs
▪ Share perspective
▪ Get DG feedback /
reactions

SteerCo syndication
debrief

Dinner
Initiative charters & week
2 storyline, Week 2 Word
Exec Summary

2 M&C Tourism to have local municipality day (TBC)
Icon legend
Template available

Training material available
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Session type

LAB PROCESS

Working
on output

Week 3: Milestones
Monday 25/04
08:0009:00am

9:00am –
12.30pm

Tuesday 26/04

1.30pm –
5.00pm

Wednesday 27/04

Expert input

Syndication with
Steerco

Thursday 28/04

Facilicators check in with
Central

Facilicators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Plenary training
▪ Implementation
planning

From 10,000 to 100
feet (1/3)
▪ Develop milestones
per initiative

Develop 100 ft activities
(1/3)
▪ Define activities
required for each
initiative

From 1,000 to 100 feet
(2/3)

Tourism JHB survey (site
visit)

Finalise Minister visit
preparation
12.30pm –
1.30pm

Capability
building

Lunch

Develop 100
ft activities
(2/3)

Storylining
(LF+LL1)
▪ Develop
Steerco
storyline

Networking

Theme day

Friday 29/04

Freedom Day
granted back
to participants
and facilitators

Lunch

Economic cluster
ministers visit
▪ Share perspective
▪ Get Minister feedback /
reactions

Experts in Work Stream

Challenge session
▪ Test activites

From 10k to 100 feet
(3/3)
▪ Develop milestones
per initiative

Develop 100
ft activities
(2/3)

Storylining
(LF+LL1)
▪ Develop
Steerco
storyline

“Say it with charts”
training by work
stream

Develop 100
ft activities
(3/3)

Storylining
(LF+LL1)
▪ Develop
Steerco
storyline

5.00pm –
5.30pm
5.30pm –
6.00pm
6.00pm
onwards

Minister syndication
debrief an

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with Central

Homework

Milestone analyses

Milestone analyses

Costing analyses

End-of-day
deliverable

Milestones by initiative

Milestones by initiative

Activities by intiatives

Dinner

Dinner

Milestones
costing
changes
Exec

Activities by intiatives,
Week 3 storyline (outputs)

1 Lead Facilitator + Lab Leader only
Icon legend
Template available

DG leadership present
Training material available for in-lab engagement
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Session type

LAB PROCESS

Week 4: Implementation plans
Monday 02/05
08:0009:00am

9:00am –
12.30pm

Tuesday 03/05

Workers Day
(“overflow
day”)

1.30pm –
5.00pm

5.00pm –
5.30pm
5.30pm –
6.00pm
6.00pm
onwards

Capability
building

Expert input

Syndication with
Steerco

Networking

Theme day

Wednesday 04/05

Thursday 05/05

Friday 06/05

Facilicators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Plenary training
▪ 3-feet planning

Implement
ation KPIs
▪ Set
KPIs for
each
activity

Investor Day
▪ Investor presentation
▪ Q&A
▪ Work stream
presentations
▪ Q&A

Provinces legislation
syndication
▪ Lab presentations on
legislative issues
▪ Q&A
▪ Input / feedback from
provinces on issues sent

Create 3 ft plan (1/2)
 Refine actions,
responsibles, start/end
date per milestone
12.30pm –
1.30pm

Working
on output

Create 3 ft
plan (2/2)

Lunch
Create 3 ft
plan (2/2)
Refine
actions,
responsible
s, start/end
date per
milestone

Storylining
(LF+LL1)
▪ Develop
Steerco
storyline

Simulation “real-play”
▪ Dry run for SteerCo

Create 3 ft
plan (3/3)

Define
legislation
needed for
each
initiative

DG DST visit
Bioprospecting
Plenary training
▪ Initiative costing
Refine
initiative’s
legislation

Begin
costing
initiatives
(1/3)

Governance structure
▪ Refine 3 feet plans
▪ Define governance
structures
Feedback & Reflection
▪ One-on-one feedback
▪ Individual Learning Log

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with Central

Connectivity dinner

Dinner

Homework

3 feet plan analyses

Finalize SteerCo
presentation

N/A

End-of-day
deliverable

3 feet plans

3 feet plans, SteerCo doc

TBD

Final 3 feet plan + Week 5
Word Exec Summary +
Week 4 outputs
(document)

1 Lead Facilitator + Lab Leader only
Icon legend
Template available

Training material available

DG leadership present
for in-lab engagement
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Session type

LAB PROCESS

Working
on output

Week 5: Official Sign off
Monday 09/05
08:0009:00am

Tuesday 10/05

Networking

Wednesday 11/05

Thursday 12/05

Friday 13/05

Theme day

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Facilitators check in with
Central

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Faci/Lab leader check in

Prepare
Final
stakeholder
presentation

DG DST- Wildlife

“Presenting with
impact” training by
work stream

Final stakeholders sign off
▪ Final product
presentation
▪ Lab closing ceremony

Write Lab
Exec
Summary

Refine 3feet plans
and costs

DM DEA visit all three
labs

Prepare
Final
stakeholder
presentation

Refine 3feet plans
and cost

Simulation “real-play”
▪ Dry run for Final
stakeholders sign off

Lunch
DM DEA visit all three
labs

5.00pm –
5.30pm
5.30pm –
6.00pm
6.00pm
onwards

Syndication with
Steerco

Facilicators check in with
Central

Continue
costing
initiatives
(2/3)

1.30pm –
5.00pm

Expert input

Facilicators check in with
Central

9:00am –
12.30pm

12.30pm –
1.30pm

Capability
building

Continue
costing
initiatives
(3/3)

Write Lab
Exec
Summary

Prepare
Final
stakeholder
presentation
and write lab
Exec
summary

Refine 3feet plans
and costs

Prepare
sign-off
presentation
and write lab
Exec
summary

Refine 3feet plans
and cost

Refine signoff
presentation
and write lab
Exec
summary

Refine 3feet plans
and cost

Simulation “real-play”
▪ Dry run for Final
stakeholders sign off

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams check out

Lab teams final
check out

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Facis check out with
Central

Dinner

Dinner
Celebration
dinner

Homework

Finalise output

Finalise output

End-of-day
deliverable

Draft Budgets

Refined budgets and 3
feet plans

N/A
Refined budgets and 3
feet plans

Icon legend
Template available

Training material available

Post-Lab checkout –
Facilitators + Lab leaders
only
▪ Lab reflections
▪ Outstanding to-dos /
refinements
▪ Plan for coming weeks

Post lab Deliverables:
Final Lab report
(explanatory pages,
Initiatives, Milestones, 3Feet plans), ~30 Page
Word Executive Summary

SteerCo Presentations

DG leadership present
for in-lab engagement
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LAB PROCESS

This table represents only some of the regular participants in the
Wildlife Lab
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LAB VISION AND ASPIRATIONS

Vision for the Wildlife Economy

“A THRIVING, INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE
WILDLIFE ECONOMY FOR THE WELL-BEING OF
ALL SOUTH AFRICANS”
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LAB VISION AND ASPIRATIONS

Through the Wildlife Economy Lab, our vision is to better establish an
economy that contributes to the well-being of all South Africans

Aspiration

An inclusive, sustainable and responsive wildlife economy that
grows at 10% p.a until at least 2030, while providing a
foundation for social well-being and maintaining the ecological
resource base
1 Economic growth

▪
▪

2 Transformation
Objectives

▪
▪
▪

3 Sustainability

▪
▪

Average yearly sector GDP increase of
~10%
Create 100,000 new jobs
30% of wildlife businesses PDI owned
PDI ownership of >5 million Ha, and
access to another >5 million Ha
4,000 PDI owned SMMEs supported to
engage in the wildlife economy1
5 million ha of non-protected areas
contributing towards conservation target
(AICHI)
3.5% animal population net growth p.a.

1 Trained or directly linked to the wildlife supply chain
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CHALLENGES

The Wildlife Economy faces several challenges preventing growth
and transformation happen at full potential
I

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

II Risk of future growth
stagnation

Barriers to transformation
Insufficient access, ownership
and inefficient utilization of land
Lack of infrastructure
development support for
entrepreneurs
Lack of access to ‘startup’
game
Lack of organized governance
amongst community and
emerging entrepreneurs
Lack of technical skills,
oversight, business support and
effective business and
partnership models
Lack of access to finance and
incentives for transformation

▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

Insufficient government
endorsement for hunting as a
tourism activity
Untapped black consumer
potential
Insufficient societal value given
to wildlife resources and
understanding of the sustainable
use concept
Insufficient awareness and
capitalisation of the value of
mixed wildlife/livestock
interfaces
Insufficient mechanism
addressing and containing risks
and threats to the ecological
resource base in further
growing the biodiversity
economy

III Unsupportive enabling
environment

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

Insufficient interdepartmental
coordination and understanding
of the benefits of the bioeconomy
Insufficient knowledgebase
(research and access)
Gaps in industry standards (and
compliance)
Excessive and inefficient permitting
Unsupportive legislative regime
– Misalignment of SPLUMA and
PDALFB (Land use)
– NEMBA lacking in enabling
provisions
– Misalignment of provincial and/
or national hunting legislation
Lack of sufficient collaboration
platform for the industry
Lack of capacity (human and
financial) to effectively manage and
harness the potential of wildlife
resources
Lack of a formal game meat
industry
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CHALLENGES

I High capital costs are a barrier to entry and transformation
Small (150 LSU)

Potential cost of land by eco-region
R millions

Medium (600 LSU)

Potential cost of game
R millions
78.0

75.0

13.8

55.3
48.0

Large (1000 LSU)

9.0

46.8

45.0
40.0
33.2

28.8

7.7

Grassland

24.0
12.0

Lowveld

9.8

Kalahari

13.5

2.3

7.5

Karoo

Bushveld

Bushveld

Capital costs for only land and game on an average 600 LSU in the Bushveld could
add up to ~R56 million
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CHALLENGES

I Infrastructure and funding is needed to obtain an exemption permit
and formalise revenue streams for new entrants
An exemption permit is the default permit for taking advantage of the Game
Theft Act and by obtaining an ‘exemption’ permit, the holder becomes entitled to:
Hunt animals authorized on the permit at any time of the year

Capture animals authorized in the permit within time period designated
by provincial nature conservation and wildlife translocation association

Sell or trade in any animals on the permit

Landowners without exemption permits are also permitted to make use of wildlife for commercial
gain, but need separate hunting and capture permits for every single activity and are not allowed
to hunt throughout the year. These land owners are also not covered by the game theft act (and
cannot claim damages from anyone removing wildlife from their property)
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CHALLENGES

I Obtaining all the necessary skills to enter the industry is expensive
and therefore another barrier to entry
Description of Training

Duration of Training

Cost of
Training (P/P)

1 Management of business wildlife production
unit –linkages to markets, contracting, staff
management, team leadership, HR practice,
quotations/invoicing, negotiation skills.

▪

Enterprise Development
programme

12 months

R 158 000

2 Vegetation assessment; Carrying capacity
determination, veld management, alien invasive eradication, soil erosion control, restoring
carrying capacity through rehabilitation

▪

Reserve/Farm/Ecological
3 months + 12
Management (Wildlife Farm mentorship support
Management)

R 120 000

3 Animal health – observation assessments /
knowledge of wildlife diseases

▪

Disease Spread (Wildlife
and Cattle interface)

1 month

R 12 000

4 Wildlife security, information network
establishment and maintenance

▪
▪

Field Ranger (field rangers)
Area Integrity (manager)

6 weeks (field ranger)
R 16 000
12 months (management) R 160 000

5 Reserve infrastructure construction and
maintenance– fences, roads, buildings, bomas

▪

Game reserve infrastructure 3 months
construction

R 20 350

6 Firearm handling & competence

▪

Firearm competency

R 16 000

7 Managing for extreme weather, drier climates

▪

Climate Change Mitigation
1 week
for Protected Area Managers

R 6 322

8 Community governance (setting up correct
governance procedures, equitable access to
opportunities, open bottom-up communication, open access to knowledge of wildlife
economy.

▪

Community-Based Natural
Resource Management
Network dashboard

R1 000 000
(per group of
20-25
community
members)

Skills/Competency lacking

1 month

12 months
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CHALLENGES

II The wildlife economy has potential for transformation and to better
White
Asian
leverage the untapped consumer segments
Black

Ethnicity of Wildlife Ranchers
% of all respondents (n=86)
2.5

Coloured

Ethnicity of Hunters
% of respondents
1.4
1.1
0.5

97.5

SOURCE: WRSA Survey sent out to >2,000 recipients on 29 March 2016 & CHASA correspondence

97.0
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CHALLENGES

II Of an estimated $31 trillion in world GNP, the $1.4 trillion in losses from
invasive species represents nearly 5% of the world economy

Total GNP

31.0

Losses as result
of invasive species

Remaining GNP

1.4

29.6

+4.7%

SOURCE: Pimentel, D (Ed). Biological Invasions: Economic and Environmental Costs of Alien Plant, Animal
and Microbe Species. CRC Press, Boca Raton.
Pictures: The Wildlife Economy Phakisa and Biosecurity Threats and Opportunities, Presentation by
Dr. Guy Preston (2016)
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CHALLENGES

II Last year the number of black visitors to Kruger National Park by 0.8%
to 31.3%, but this consumer market is still relatively untapped

1 767 218
1 659 793
31.3%

Black visitors

30.5%

Other visitors

69.5%

68.7%

2014

2015
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CHALLENGES

II Reputational risks pose a threat to the growth of the whole value chain
of the wildlife economy
Cecil’s impact on hunting
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CHALLENGES

III Inconsistencies in legislation are still blocking economic potential
of the game meat industry
Estimated number of game meat abattoirs
# of facilities

High Estimate

9

Low Throughput Abattoir
(2 - 30 slaughter units)

15
6

Rural Abattoirs
(1-2 slaughter units)
High Throughput Abattoir
(unlimited slaughter units)

Low Estimate

12
4

Currently, registration as
a game meat abattoir is
contentious as there is
no regulation in the
Meat Safety Act (2004)
making provision for
game meat abattoirs.

4

Challenges of Meat processing legislation
The Meat Safety Act prevents the
selling of game meat that has not
been slaughtered by an accredited
abattoir, passed an inspection and is
not accompanied by a permit

It is legal to slaughter livestock for
‘own consumption’. A lot of this meat
is then ‘illegally’ sold. Government
cannot effectively monitor or quantify
this supply chain

SOURCE: Taylor, Lindsey & Davies-Mostert (2016) and Internal Analysis
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CASE EXAMPLE

CHALLENGES

III 14 permits required from 4 different entities for the sale of one
common and one TOPS specie, taking on average 2 months
Province A

Province B

Seller

Transporter

Buyer

 Possession

 Capture

 Translocation1

 Buying

 Selling

 Translocation*

 Temporary
Possession

 Possession

 Temporary
Possession

 Veterinary

National
permits –
average 1
month

(TOPS)

RANCH 1

RANCH 2
Common
Game

 Selling

 Capture
 Translocation

Provincial
permits –
average 2
month

 Translocation

1 Require both National and Provincial Permits
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INITIATIVES

The Wildlife Economy Lab developed detailed plans for
15 initiatives and a further 6 recommendations
Facilitating transformation
1 Identify and prioritise 10m Ha for
transformation of wildlife economy
2 Coordinate existing support mechanisms
under a ‘Wildlife Support Unit’ to
efficiently support new entrants to the
industry
3 Increase capacity and support for at
least 300 Community Entities including
community property agreements (CPAs),
trusts and traditional authorities
4 Create supply-chain linkages and
capacitate 4,000 SMMEs (new and
existing) to locally capture the value of
ancillary goods and services to the wildlife
economy
5 Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity
Economy Node as a pilot for the wildlife
node concept
6 Empower 4,000 emerging
entrepreneurs and farmers through
focused capacity-building programmes
i Develop a toolkit of effective wildlife
business, stewardship and partnership
models

Driving growth through promoting ‘value’
and products

Recommendations1

Creating an enabling environment for the
wildlife sector

7 Formalise SA game meat market and
create a network of game meat processing
facilities

9 Create an enabling legislative
environment through the amendment of
NEMBA

8 Implement a campaign that drives
participative transformation and
consumer growth for wildlife-related
activities and products

10 Develop and implement wildlife industry
standards

ii Promote sustainable use as a foundation
for conservation and growth of biodiversity
economy

12 Develop and implement an electronic
wildlife permitting system and centralised
database

iii Develop a strategic marketing campaign
and value proposition for mixed game and
livestock systems

13 “Re-position” the Wildlife Forum as an
efficient interdepartmental/ industry
collaboration and co-ordination platform to
promote the benefits of the Wildlife
Economy

iv Establish mechanisms to allow for holistic
and integrated management of animal
health and conflict issues at the livestockwildlife interface

14 Develop an integrated knowledge/
evidence generating and sharing
platform to support the wildlife economy

v Fast track the development of norms and
standards to actively manage and mitigate
critical wildlife economy risks such as
intensive and selective breeding, animal
diseases and invasive species

11 Implement a national wildlife economy
branding scheme

15 Leverage protected areas to unlock
economic potential
vi Develop, upskill and resource extension
services to facilitate the growth of the
wildlife economy

1 Recommendations will be included with high level activities, but these will not have 3ft plans
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INITIATIVES

With the 15 detailed initiatives, the Lab intends to reach its Aspirations
through 2030
How the Lab intends to reach the Aspirations

10% GDP
contribution
growth
through 2030

GDP growth through 2030

10.0%

Additional wildlife estate

4.5%

Additional game meat
New SMME’s

Creation of
100,000 jobs

3.0%

▪

2.5%

Job growth through 2030

100,000

Additional wildlife estate

70,000

Additional game meat
New SMME’s

19,000
11,000

▪
▪
▪
▪

Permitting
NEMBA reform
Wildlife Forum
Node
development
Meat scheme

▪ Supply chain
▪
▪

linkages
Node
development
Eco-tourism
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INITIATIVES

1 Initiative: Identify and prioritise of 10m ha for transformation of the
wildlife economy through a national land audit
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪

The purpose of this initiative is to conduct a national land audit looking at
suitability of land to be utilized for transformation of the wildlife economy.
Areas to be prioritized would include (not limited to): land reform farms and
reserves, communal and traditional land, biodiversity rich open areas and
areas adjacent to conservation/protected areas, various stewardship
priority areas, biosphere reserves and areas containing strategic water
resources and supporting wildlife economies. Areas were there are other
government programmes such as TFCA’s, MaB, Agri-Parks will also be
prioritized. To avoid conflicting of sectors, a balance will be found between
prioritised areas and existing and potential economic activities such as
agriculture, mining and forestry. Access to the market drivers of successful
wildlife economy areas will also be identified and incorporated into the
prioritisation process.
This process will identify areas of greatest potential for successful
transformation of the wildlife economy at a national scale. It will also
function as the first step towards establishing 11 wildlife economy nodes
that enhance the economic potential of protected and communal Areas

SANBI through DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA
Provinces
Conservation Agencies
DAFF
AFASA
Chief Surveyor
General
Municipalities

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Required resources

▪

~R645,000

Motivation for proposal

Implementation timeframe

▪

▪
▪

Establishment of an integrated and inclusive rural economy is clearly
articulated with NDP as one of the goals for achieving Vision 2030. Land
ownership and right of use by aspirant and emerging farmers is however a
first step towards them achieving such an objective. These parcels of land
need to be identifiable to ensure that there is a better understanding of the
geographical and appropriate areas for implementation of the wildlife
economy projects.

Ngonyama Trust
Agri-SA
DWS
COGTA
CPAs
GLTFCA
MAB
DRDLR

Start date: TBC (possibly July 2016)
End Date: 9 months from start date

Level of implementation

▪

National
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INITIATIVES

1 Initiative: Identify and prioritise of 10m ha for transformation of the
wildlife economy through a national land audit
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪ There is a need to understand the availability and suitability of land

▪ Data will be readily available

available for transformation purposes in the wildlife economy. This is
a gap in knowledge that can be suitably remedied as there is an
extensive network of existing spatial data that can be used to
identifying and prioritise land available for these purposes.

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪ Risks are low for this initiative however there are other initiatives

▪ The identification of wildlife economy

which are dependent on the information and data that will be
produced by this land audit. Therefore care must be taken to
complete this task within the allocated timeframe.

market drivers.

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transfromation

▪ DEA will appoint the service provider (SANBI) to complete this

▪ This initiative will be a key driver in

initiative on their behalf

identifying areas where transformation
programmes should be focused.
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INITIATIVES

1 Initiative: Identify and prioritise of 10m ha for transformation of the
wildlife economy through a national land audit
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪ Timely completion of deliverables

▪ Area with high potential for successful
▪

transformation in the wildlife activities economy
mapped
Preliminary identification of 11 wildlife economy
nodes

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

Activity

Deliverable

1.1 Collation of existing spatial data

Collated spatial
data report

01/07/16

14

DEA (SANBI)

1.2 Identify and prioritise land available for
successful and sustainable
transformation of the wildlife industries

National wildlife
economy land
transformation
categorization
report and
database

01/11/16

22

DEA (SANBI)
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INITIATIVES

1 The transformation agenda starts with the identification and repurpose
of suitable land
Wildlife economy footprint
Million Ha
Protected areas
Private areas contributing
towards conservation target
Private areas

30.0

14.6
4.6
10.0

44.6

▪

14.6

– Ownership (5 million Ha.) – land
owned by PDI either through
restitution processes or acquisition

5.0

10.0

– Access (5 million Ha.) – land
linked to wildlife activities
managed and/or owned by PDI
(including hunting, eco-tourism,
ancillary services, etc.)

25.0

20.0

▪
2016

10 million Ha out of the total footprint
to be prioritised for transformation
under 2 different models

2016-2030
growth

2030

SOURCE: National Biodiversity Economy Strategy & Stats SA

Identification of land to be linked to
concrete transformation initiatives
(initiatives 2 to 6)
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INITIATIVES

1 The audit will look at alternative land uses, and prioritise land for the
Wildlife Economy where there are no conflicts
KZN Example
Classes of protected areas

By selecting the
most viable land use
option, conservation
and commercial risk
is reduced
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INITIATIVES

1 Timeline of the land identification and prioritisation process

Appoint SANBI to
collate existing data
necessary for the
identification and
prioritization process

Criteria for
prioritization are
streamlined through
expert consultations

Mid 2016

2017

Collated data is handed
over to the team responsible
for developing the national
wildlife economy land
transformation
categorization report and
database

Prioritization database
is created identifying
extent and
characteristics of all
suitable land for
transformation
purposes

Preliminary
identification of 11
wildlife economy
nodes

Mid 2017

2018

National wildlife
economy land
transformation
categorization report
and database is
complete
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INITIATIVES

1 The land identification and prioritisation process is expected to cost
R645,000
Proposed Budget ZAR
Total Costs ZAR 000s
645

645

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21 2022-2030 Total Cost

Total Costs ZAR 000s
410
220
15
Travel

Professional
Services

Employees
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INITIATIVES

2 Initiative: Coordinate existing support mechanisms under a ‘Wildlife
Support Unit’ to efficiently support new entrants to the industry
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

The purpose of the initiative is to provide asset support for communities, with land,
wishing to enter the wildlife ranching sector.
A newly established Wildlife Support Unit (WSU), will harness existing
programmes and resources to coordinate a focused and holistic support
mechanism for new entrants.
Through this mechanism, the number of projects supported will be increased
every year as well as number of services available to new entrants. Support
services will include business set-up, infrastructure, game acquisition, skills
development and continued extension services (e.g. veterinary support).
New entrants will also be encouraged to enter partnerships with industry. These
will be both formal (business partnerships) and informal (mentorship and ad hoc
support partnerships)

Motivation for proposal

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Through land restitution, many communities now have an opportunity to transform
and contribute to the wildlife economy.
High capital costs for fencing, roads and game still pose a barrier to entry
New entrants need support to ensure they participate in the economic activities of
wildlife as recommended by the lab, eg. meat industry and nodes
Funding for infrastructure development is available within the public sector but this
could be better employed through a dedicated channel targeting community based
wildlife ranching
Similarly, game donation/loan policies do exist, but new entrants need to be
connected with the schemes whilst consistency and compliance with the Public
Finance Management Act needs to be better managed.
Impact: Increasing the number of projects in a phased approach from 10 per year
to 30 by 2030 to facilitate successful emerging wildlife entrants

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA
Provinces
Conservation Agencies
DAFF
AFASA
Chief Surveyor General
Municipalities

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ngonyama Trust
Agri-SA
DWS
COGTA
CPAs
GLTFCA
MAB

Required resources

▪
▪

R 10.2 billion for projects although this will be
sourced from available resources
Reallocation of 2/3 DEA employees to the
WSU

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: July 2016
End Date: March 2030

Level of implementation

▪

National
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INITIATIVES

2 Initiative: Coordinate existing support mechanisms under a ‘Wildlife
Support Unit’ to efficiently support new entrants to the industry (1/3)
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪ Timely completion of deliverables

▪ # projects supported under increased scope
▪ # of new entrants trained
Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

6/1/2016

13

DEA

2.2 Registration of strategic partners and
mentors in collaboration with industry

Completed
9/1/2016
partner register

18

DEA

2.3 Development of business plans/feasibility
studies of the approved projects per year
(detailed planning) in consultation with
strategic partners (Phase 1)

Business plans 9/1/2016
& feasibility
studies

9

DEA

5

DEA

Activity

Deliverable

2.1 Identification and pre-selection of farms and Potential new
communal land
entrant
database

2.4 Establishment and support for the approved Project reports 12/1/2016
reserves and game farms with infrastructure
and skills development per annum (Phase 1)
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INITIATIVES

2 Initiative: Coordinate existing support mechanisms under a ‘Wildlife
Support Unit’ to efficiently support new entrants to the industry (2/3)
Activity

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration

Responsible

2.5 Development of business plans/feasibility studies
of the approved projects per year (basic planning)
in consultation with strategic partners (Phase 2)

Business plans &
feasibility studies

9/30/2018

588

DEA

2.6 Establishment and support for the approved
reserves and game farms with infrastructure and
skills development per annum (Phase 2)

Project reports

9/30/2018

588

DEA

2.7 Farm rehabilitation

Progress reports

9/30/2018

588

DEA

2.8 Compile data on the species and number of game
on properties that are under land claim.

Game ownership
assessment report

9/1/2016

491

DEA

2.9 Synchronise the Recapitalisation and
Development Programme processes with Land
Claims processes to ensure simultaneous
procurement of game and land.

RECAP and gamerelated projects
database

9/1/2016

748

DEA

2.10 Use existing policies as a basis for developing a
national framework and protocol for game loans,
game donations and dropping of fences between
state PAs and other land.

National
framework and
protocol for game
loans/donations

6/1/2016

31

DEA
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INITIATIVES

2 Initiative: Coordinate existing support mechanisms under a ‘Wildlife
Support Unit’ to efficiently support new entrants to the industry (3/3)
Planned
start date

Duration

Responsible

Activity

Deliverable

2.11 Define through expert consultation/
workshop, minimum criteria of eligibility and
prioritisation of areas for benefiting from game
loans/donations/fence drop-ping, that will ensure
maximum likelihood of game establishing and
growing, and undertake area prioritization
process.

Priority game
acquisition report

9/1/2016

22

DEA

2.12 Conduct survey of game availability on private
and state land, including an assessment of which
protected areas already have beneficiation
agreements with new land claimant owners, and
implement distribution of game to prioritised
areas/identified farms.

Game distribution
report

2/1/2017

739

DEA

2.13 Provide appropriate advice and ongoing support
to new game owners via extension officers

Quarterly WSU
progress report

9/1/2016

761

DEA

2.14 WRSA to prioritise properties to be supported for
game purchases using the WRSA game sale levy.

Prioritised property
report

3/1/2017

735

WRSA
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INITIATIVES

2 The new Wildlife Support Unit (WSU) will harness and coordinate
existing support mechanisms to empower new entrants in the industry
Support package
Infrastructure
support

Primary delivery mechanism WSU partner

▪ Working for Wildlife,
▪ Recap and Development
Program

Coordinated under new
Wildlife Support Unit

▪ Recap and Development
Business set-up
support

Program, EPIP

▪ Donations, loans, fence
Game loans/
donations
Agricultural
support &
veterinary
services
Ranching skills
and market
access

dropping (in context of national
protocol for game donations)

▪ Provincial parks
▪ Private sector

▪ Stewardship/ Extension
services

▪ Provincial parks
▪ Mentorship programmes
▪ Partnership building
▪ DTI support with (among
others) access to market
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INITIATIVES

2 The delivery mechanisms coordinated under the WSU will fundraise
independently, but report jointly on process and impact

Beneficiaries

▪

Ranchers, Professional Hunters, or other wildlife
economy entrepreneurs who are either

– Community land owners (including recipients
of land restitution)

– PDI entrants in the wildlife economy
Fundraising

▪

Individual fundraising by the outreach
organisations

– Aligned budgets to realise 30 projects a year
– Individual transactions by each of the WSU
partners
Reporting

▪

Joint reporting on process and impact of the
coordinated WSU efforts for each project
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INITIATIVES

2 Coordination by the Wildlife Support Unit ensures well-timed CONCEPTUAL
outreach to the recipients, without straining the funders capacity
Business
set-up
Projects Q1

Q2

Q3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Infrastructure

Game

Agriculture

Ranching
skills

Q4
Coordinated, staggered
approach ensures that
each WSU partner stays
within support delivery
capacity

Wildlife Support Unit meets quarterly to
▪ Plan and coordinate projects
▪ Report jointly on process and impact
▪ Align budgets to ensure all projects are funded end-to-end
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INITIATIVES

2 An initial meeting is required for the WSU partners to decide on roles,
budget, and the draft elements of a shared MoU

1 Discuss need for coordinated wildlife support delivery
2 Describe role of each partner in the ‘standard’ WSU
package
3 Estimate costs to each partner for each WSU package,
available budget, and procedural elements
4 Outline draft WSU MoU structure
▪ Role of each partner
▪ Quarterly meeting cadence
▪ Number of projects per year
▪ Shortlisting process
▪ Budget commitment per partner
▪ Joint reporting template
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INITIATIVES

2 The funding required to support the proposed 300 projects between
today and 2030, comes to R10.215 billion
Funding required until 2030 (including inflation) ZAR billions
10.215
Assumptions

▪ First 3 years 10
8.750
0.332

0.341

0.364

0.426

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

0.002
2016/17

2022-2030

Total

projects per year
budgeted for the
current MTSF
period and are not
costed in the
model

▪ The programme
Major cost drivers (until 2030) ZAR millions
7,922.7
1,752.5

uses a phased
approach adding
additional projects
every year

▪ Project
3.4
Travel

185.8
Translocation

implementation is
carried out a year
after planning

350.5
Game capture

Game

Professional
Services
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INITIATIVES

3 Initiative: Increase capacity and support for at least 300 community
entities including community property agreements (CPAs), trusts and
traditional authorities
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪ This initiative aims to identify and prioritize 300 existing CPAs, Trusts

▪ DEA & DRDLR

▪
▪

and Traditional Authorities that requires capacity building, and
provide the necessary support for these vehicles to successfully
contribute to the wildlife economy.
Support will include the roll out of training programmes, which will be
tailored to skills identified in a gap and community needs analysis
By equipping communities with knowledge and viable business
models, equitable benefit sharing will improved.

Key stakeholders identified

▪ DOE
▪ DTI
▪ Department of
▪

Motivation for proposal

▪ Restituted land is not always optimally utilized and challenges
▪

▪

surrounding community entity governance and benefit sharing are
prominent.
Lack of sufficient support models and guidelines have been identified
as a contributing factor and the purpose of this initiative is to equip
community leaders with the necessary business and governance
skills to ensure that community entities are adequately managed.
Impact: 300 Communal entities capacitated for successful entry into
wildlife economy contributing

▪ DAFF

Small Business
Development
SETA

Required resources

▪ ~R 280 million
Implementation timeframe

▪ Start date: June 2016
▪ End Date: May 2019
Level of implementation

▪ National
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INITIATIVES

3 Initiative: Increase capacity and support for at least 300 community
entities including community property agreements (CPAs), trusts and
traditional authorities
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪ We have existing community entities who hold land through

▪ Support from DRDLR, Communities and

restitution land reform programmes. We also have communal lands
holding entities or cooperates. These community Entities are not
empowered to manage wildlife based businesses. There is a
DRDLR Recapitalization and Development (RECAP) programme
that is aimed at assisting communities. Communities are currently
not benefitting from the restituted lands.

▪
▪

Industry
DEA to create capacity to support
implementation
Once capacitated there will be equitable
benefit sharing

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪ Poaching of game, vandalism of infrastructure and lack of

▪ Links with other initiatives ( e.g Training

community buy in and internal community conflicts

and capacity building,S MME
development, infrastructure
development and nodes

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transfromation

▪ DRDLR to provide funding through the Recap programme
▪ Tertiary institutions to develop training manual and curriculum
▪ Training institution and industry to provide training and skills

▪ 300 Community entities will be mainly be

development

new entrance in the wildlife industry
sector and thus contribute to
transformation.
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INITIATIVES

3 Initiative: Increase capacity and support for at least 300 community
entities including community property agreements (CPAs), trusts and
traditional authorities
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪
▪

Completion of deliverables

Activity

# of CPAs identified and prioritized for capacity building
# of CPAs trained according to needs assesment

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

3.1 Obtain a list of existing CPA’s, Trusts
and TAs

List of existing
CPA’s

01/06/16

3

DRDLR

3.2 Promote sound governance through
communal entity guidelines

National CE
guidelines

01/06/16

3

DEA

3.3 Establish communal entity wildlife
support systems

CPA support
systems report

01/07/16

7

DEA

3.4 Secure funding for community entities

Approved allocation
of funds from RID

01/06/16

17

DEA

3.5 Develop and conduct training programs

Monthly progress
report

01/06/16

150

DEA

3.6 Increase internal capacity within DEA
and CLCC

Delivery unit/PMO
established

01/06/16

30

DEA
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INITIATIVES

3 300 communal entities will be identified for support through
a 3 step filtering process

CONCEPTUAL

Communal
entities

Claimed, redistributed
and communal land

Suitable for
wildlife economy

Land suitability and
business potential (e.g.
market access)

Adjacent or within
wildlife nodes

Micro-economic
potential and support

= 300 CPAs
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INITIATIVES

3 The support programme will focus on strengthening governance
through capacity building and business support
Identify
Entities

Communities,
Trusts and
Traditional
Authorities

Capacity
building

Strengthen
Governance
Structures

Business
Support

 Developing a robust
Business Plan
 Securing funding from
RECAP
 Link with technical
support services
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INITIATIVES

3 Initiative: Increase capacity and support for at least 300 community
entities including community property agreements (CPAs), trusts and
traditional authorities
Total Costs ZAR Millions
7.28

2.48

2016/17

2.16

1.56

2017/18

2018/19

0.58

0.31

2019/20

0.20

2020/21 2022-2030 Total Cost

Total Costs ZAR Millions

0.56

0.68

Training

Membership fee

2.95

3.09

Professional
Services

Bursaries
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INITIATIVES

4 Initiative: Create supply chain linkages and capacitate 4,000 SMMEs
(new and existing) to locally capture the value of ancillary goods and
services to the wildlife economy
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

This initiative aims to identify suitable SME’s, and assist them with accessing
identified and ring-fenced supply chain opportunities within the wildlife economy
initiatives .
To provide relevant training that will ensure quality provision of goods and
services by the identified suitable SME’s .
To ensure business to business linkage that will improve the SME’s profitability
To provide business coaching support to ensure that the identified businesses
can provide the required product quantities and ensuring SME’s business
sustainability

Motivation for proposal

▪

▪

▪
▪

There is limited participation of aspirant and emerging SME’s across the entire
value chain of the wildlife economy. The initiative would create supply chain
opportunities linkages and capacitate 4000 existing and new SME’s across the
wildlife economy value chain.
The initiative will further ensure the legalization of the identified enterprises and
assist them with the registration of business entities with all relevant
government departments viz. National Treasury, South African Revenue
Services, Department of Labour.
The initiative will further assist with the further job creation by identified SME
within their local environment which will further improve the local economies
Impact: R300 million in revenue for SMMEs and ~12,000 jobs created

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA
Provinces
SANParks
SANBI

▪
▪
▪

Private Sector
DTI
Financial Institutions

Required resources

▪

~R7,200,000

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: July 2016
End Date: December 2019

Level of implementation

▪

National
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INITIATIVES

4 Initiative: Create supply chain linkages and capacitate 4,000 SMMEs
(new and existing) to locally capture the value of ancillary goods and
services to the wildlife economy
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪ Develop demand/supply analysis model and provide
▪ Business to business linkage through signed contracts

▪ To develop 4000 SMME’s within wildlife

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪ Not to have enough support from management and relevant private

▪ Product analysis of intensive breeding

▪

sector to ensure the
Implementation of the initiative

economy

▪

demand and
Supply chain and possible consumptive
utilisation

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transfromation

▪ SANParks contributing to supporting 2,500 SMME’s, Provincial

▪ 4000 SMME’s developed through

Agencies supporting 1000 SMME’s and Private sector supporting
500 SMME’s

▪

accessing wildlife opportunities
12000 jobs
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INITIATIVES

4 Initiative: Create supply chain linkages and capacitate 4,000 SMMEs
(new and existing) to locally capture the value of ancillary goods and
services to the wildlife economy
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪
▪

Completion of activities

Activity

12,000 Jobs
R300 million in revenue for SMME’s

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

4.1 Develop demand/supply analysis model
(feasible p/a's and private sector incentives)

Demand/supply
analysis report

1/7/2016

31

DEA

4.2 Undertake market segmentation analysis

Market
segmentation report

22/07/16

18

DEA

4.3 Identify existing and aspirant SME's within
the wildlife ecology

SME database

03/04/2017

18

DEA

4.4 Registration of 4000 SME's into national
treasury database

Confirmation of 4000
SME’s registered

11/08/17

52

DEA

4.5 Negotiate and facilitate business to
business linkage

Signed contracts

21/01/18

48

DEA

4.6 Develop wildlife economy transformation
charter

Implementation
report

09/01/18

49

DEA

4.7 Develop wildlife economy transformation
codes / scorecard

Wildlife economy
scorecard

09/01/18

49

DEA
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INITIATIVES

4 Initiative: Sourcing from local BBBEE SMMEs will be part of national
and provincial parks KPAs, and private ranchers certification
incentives
Products and
Process

Total

4,000

Laundry

▪
SANParks

2,500

▪
Provincial
Parks

1,000

▪
Private
Ranches

500

services provided

KPAs for SANParks
to source 85% of
goods/services
locally
KPAs for Provincial
parks are
recommended at
40%
BBBEE sourcing as
part of certification
score (Initiative 10)

Cleaning
Hospitality
products
Food
products
Transportation services
Maintenance
services
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INITIATIVES

4 Initiative: Create supply chain linkages and capacitate 4,000 SMMEs to
locally capture the value of ancillary goods and services to the wildlife
economy
Total Costs ZAR 000s
720

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

720

2019/20

2020/21 2022-2030 Total Cost

Major cost drivers ZAR 000s
360

156

174

Accommodation

Workshop

30
Food

Transport
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INITIATIVES

5 Initiative: Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node as a
pilot for the wildlife node concept
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

The purpose of the initiative is to accelerate the operationalisation of 11 Biodiversity
Economic thereby unlocking the environmental and economic potential of protected and
communal areas.
The nodes will acts as delivery vehicles to strategically focus and align government
and private sector programmes in the nodes, fast-tracking delivery on economic growth
and transformation of the wildlife industry, harnessing benefits of economies of scale.
The potential of protected areas in catalyzing sustainable wildlife based and supporting
enterprises in neighboring communities will be unlocked and leveraged through
partnerships with private sector and communities.
The uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node which is already being piloted, will be
improved and used as a scalable model to fast-tract delivery on a further 10 throughout
the country.
The location of the other nodes will be informed by a multi layered spatial assessment
that will identify optimal landuse capability for the wildlife economy and reducing risks.

DEA
Conservation Agencies

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DRDLR; DAFF; DEA; Tourism; DTI; D.Ed.; COCTA;
DWS; COCTA; SALGA; SANBI
Conservation Agencies / Parastatals: ARC;
SATOUR; CSIR
NGO’s, Education/Training Institutions, Business
SAHunters and Industry
Landholders

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

Nodes have proven to be a successful model to leverage economies of scale to achieve
economic objectives, while the uMfolozi Node has further demonstrated that it can
simultaneously accelerate delivery on conservation targets at reduced cost to
government through new generation partnerships with private sector and communities.
The network of extensive extensive wildlife areas in a node enhance the variety, depth
and viability of enterprises, entrepreneurial and investment opportunities not only in the
wildlife value chain, but in service and support industries such as transport and training.
Through clustered developments around protected areas, development costs for
adjacent communal areas and the period to profitability can be reduced, whilst greatly
improving investment opportunity and confidence, accelerating rural economic growth
and transformation of the wildlife industry.
Communities will be empowered through mentorship programs; linking to existing
supply and demand networks and collaborative marketing and branding.

TBD

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: 1 July 2016
End Date: 30 March 2021

Level of implementation
▪ Local – rural economy
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INITIATIVES

5 Initiative: Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node as a
pilot for the wildlife node concept
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪
▪

Wildlife-based tourism, including hunting, is know to grow rural economies in developing
countries with natural resource abundance and limited capital. It offers opportunities to
address trade deficits, generate sustainable jobs where other viable landuses are limited.
Government and industry already have programmes in support, but its not focused
One project in the uMfolozi Node is transforming sub-optimal communal land through
partnerships between SAHunters, Improdev, Big 5 Trust and EKZN Wildlife by securing
R190mil private sector investment, 326 permanent jobs, 400 temporary jobs, protected area
expansion of critical biodiversity conservation area of 6000ha at a reduced cost to
government, within 3 years.

Risks

▪
▪
▪
▪

Insufficient and slow delivery of enabling infrastructure funding by government to unlock
communal areas for investment and economic growth.
Establishment of governance and legal structures for communities taking very long.
Slow institutional reform in conservation agencies and government impeding “out of the box”
approaches and new generation partnerships.
Climate change; global and national economic climate; incompatible landuses.

▪
▪
▪

Alignment and coordination between various
government and private sector programmes per node.
Focused government interventions in the node during
initial phase, especially on enabling. infrastructure, land
rehabilitation and empowerment
Enabling environment for public, private, community
partnerships.
Political buy-in at all levels.

Unresolved issues

▪
▪
▪
▪

Coordination and governance platforms for spatial
initiatives at local level not aligned and rationalized.
Enabling policy for new generation partnerships:
Protected Areas, communities and private sector.
Alignment of NRM programs with catalyst projects.
Incompatible and un-aligned landuse classes.

Contribution to transformation
Partnership indicator

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DRDLR identify available land and securing recapitalization funding for infrastructure
DAFF provide partial budget and extension services
DEA provide partial budget and support services
Tourism provide marketing/promotional support for emerging tourism entrepreneurs
DTI and Treasury develop financial instruments and provide support services
Conservation Agencies /Protected Areas sourcing of products and services locally; form
partnerships with adjacent communities unlocking development potential; donate game
Parastatals: ARC; SATOUR; CSIR technical support
NGO’s, Business and Industry to provide mentorship and empowering partnerships
Landholders to contribute physical land
D.Ed., Education/ Training Institutions, develop and roll out necessary training programs

▪

▪

Nodes leverage PA’s and economies of scale to
rejuvenate and develop underutilized,
redistributed/communal land that will attract investment
and lead to direct and indirect jobs as well as
ownership in a variety of enterprises throughout the
entire value chain and support industries.
Cost for transformation and economic growth will be at
a reduced cost to government through partnerships
that act as incubators for empowerment and learning.
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INITIATIVES

5 Initiative: Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node as a
pilot for the wildlife node concept (1/5)
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Investments leveraged in the nodes
Areas cleared from alien invasive plants
Area of rangeland improved

Activity

Operationalisation of 10 nodes
Communal areas added to wildlife economy (ha) & Conservation Estate
Direct and indirect jobs created

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration

Responsible

5.1

Deployed node champions at national level and 10
biodiversity economy nodes

National and
provincial champions

1/7/2016

248

DEA

5.2

Secure political and administrative support for the 10
nodes

Political support from
three tiers of
government for
nodes

1/1/2017

33

DEA

5.3

Develop promotional material on the node concept

Promotional material

30/6/2016

40

DEA

5.4

330 Community Wildlife Economy Ambassadors
deployed in the nodes

330 Ambassadors
deployed,
Empowering
communities

1/10/2016

239

DEA; Conservation
Agencies; WESSA

5.5

Establish a representative coordination, governance and
monitoring platform per node, considering alignment with
existing platforms

Aligned govt. and
private sector
programmes

1/08/2017

165

DEA
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INITIATIVES

5 Initiative: Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node as a
pilot for the wildlife node concept (2/5)

Activity

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration

Responsible

5.6

Conduct a strategic socio-economic assessment per
node identifying and characterizing current initiatives,
wildlife-based business development opportunities and
requirement and supporting process to operationalize the
node

Socio-economic
development
opportunities
quantified

1/9/2016

80

DEA

5.7

Stewardship, legal/tax and ecological support to nodes

Communities
supported

1/11/2017

191

DEA; Conservation
Agencies; NGO’s

5.8

Get communities "engagement ready"

Communities
engaged in wildlife
economy activities

1/1/2017

250

DRDLR; Conservation
Agencies; DEA – Node
Champion

5.9

Develop a funded multi-stakeholder operational plan per
node

Funded interventions supporting
nodes

1/9/2018

113

DEA; Node Champion

Nodes launched

1/8/2016

22

DEA, PREMIERS
OFFICES, Conservation
Agencies, Node
Champions

5.10 Launch 10 nodes
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INITIATIVES

5 Initiative: Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node as a
pilot for the wildlife node concept (3/5)
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Investments leveraged in the node
Areas cleared from alien invasive plants
Area of rangeland improved

Activity

Operationalisation of the uMfolozi BEN
Communal areas added to wildlife economy (ha) & Conservation Estate
Direct and indirect jobs created

Deliverable

5.1

Node champion deployed for uMfolozi BEN

5.2

Secure political and administrative support for the
uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node

Political support from
three tiers of
government for
nodes

5.3

Establish a representative coordination, governance and
monitoring platform per node, considering alignment with
existing platforms
Conduct a strategic socio-economic assessment
identifying and characterizing current initiatives, wildlifebased business development opportunities and
requirements and supporting process to operationalize
the node

5.4

5.5

Develop a funded multi-stakeholder operational plan per
node

Coordination of
initiatives

Planned
start date

Duration

Responsible

15/6/2016

248

DEA

1/6/2016

44

DEA

Promotional material

1/2/2017

217

DEA

330 Ambass-adors
deployed,
Empowering
communities

1/1/2017

80

DEA; Conservation
Agencies; Govt Dept’s
Industry; Business

Aligned govt. and
private sector
programmes

31/05/2017

28

DEA
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INITIATIVES

5 Initiative: Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node as a
pilot for the wildlife node concept (4/5)

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Launch the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node

Socio-economic

1/4/2017

22

DEA

Umfolozi Big 5 (19000ha): Improve community
governance; develop enabling infrastructure to attract
private sector investment for tourism and hunting lodges;
clear alien plants; develop communal gardens and
improve rangeland; build capacity in the community.

Communities
supported

15/6/2016

250

DEA; Conservation
Agencies; NGO’s

Babanago (13000ha): Improve community governance;
fence the area and develop enabling infrastructure to
attract private sector investment for tourism and hunting
lodges as well as an abattoir; clear alien plants; build
capacity in the community.

Communities
engaged in wildlife
economy activities

250

DRDLR; Conservation
Agencies; DEA – Node
Champion

Activity
5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

Kwasanguye-Ophathe (4400ha): Improve community
governance; formalize an enabling partnership with
Ophathe PA and Vriendschap Boerdery and drop fences
to expand the area of operations and threatened species
habitat with 8800 ha; develop enabling infrastructure;
clear alien plants and build capacity in the community.

Emakhosini Game-Cattle Project (28000ha) Develop
5.10 enabling infrastructure to effectively manage a mixed
nguni-game operation with immense cultural significance
that will diversify the products and tourism experiences in
the node; clear alien plants and include key land parcels
to create a linkages for game movement; build capacity
of the community to harness opportunities offered by the
interface between agriculture and wildlife ranching.

15/6/2016

Duration

Responsible

Funded interventions sup-porting
nodes

15/6/2016

250

DEA; Node Champion

Nodes launched

15/6/2016

250

DEA, PREMIERS
OFFICES, Conservation
Agencies, Node
Champions
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INITIATIVES

5 Initiative: Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node as a
pilot for the wildlife node concept (5/5)

Activity
5.11 HIP-Ophathe and HIP-Fundimvelo Link: Establish
governance and legal structures in two communal areas
that create critical linkages for a network of extensive
wildlife systems of more than a 1000 000ha that consist
predominantly of communal land.
5.12

Provide Stewardship, legal/tax and ecological support to
community initiatives in the uMfolozi node.

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Socio-economic

1/9/2016

250

DEA

Communities
supported

1/8/2017

191

DEA; Conservation
Agencies; NGO’s

Duration

Responsible
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INITIATIVES

5 The launch of 11 biodiversity economy nodes across the country will
accelerate growth and transformation of the wildlife economy
Nodes under DEA Biodiversity will promote

Potential new node locations
Existing pilot node

 Pooling of resources for enabling infrastructural
development and game donations (Initiative 2)
 Effectiveness of governance, legal and development
support to communities through focus in an already active
wildlife economy landscape (Initiative 3)
 Economies of scale that improves opportunities and viability
of SMME development and market access (Initiative 4 / 7)
 Promoting new generation partnerships between Protected
Areas, private sector and communities (Initiative 15)

Process to operationalize a node
1. Conduct a land audit to identify high land-use capability
areas with low risk from competitive land uses
2. Appoint node champions to facilitate alignment and strategic
focus of public and private sector interventions
3. Conduct socio-economic study to identify viable high impact
interventions and inform spatial and development planning
4. Provide governance and enabling infrastructure for catalytic
transformation projects
5. Conduct strategic environmental assessment to reduce
regulatory impediments and accelerate private sector
investment
6. Facilitate PPC partnerships and mentorship programmes
7. Develop operational plan for the node
8. Coordinate implementation and support
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5 The uMfolozi node is unlocking the local Biodiversity Economy and
accelerating transformation through new generation partnerships
Transformation
Impacts
▪

▪

▪

Investment Impacts

Economic Impacts

▪

Access for investors to strategically located
extensive wildlife areas with high development
potential and existing brand value

▪

Sourcing locally the PA can inject >R14
million p.a. into the local economy

▪

▪

Reduced development costs as investors
don’t have to buy land while communities/
government don’t have to fund full
development burden
Higher investor confidence through
partnerships between communities,
PA’s and private sector

Clustered development improve
economies of scale, accelerating
economic growth e.g. more flights to
airports; shuttle services to lodges;
tanneries; supplies etc.
Alignment with Agi-Park for processing
and export of products e.g. Game meat
processing and curios

▪

▪

▪

350ha Empenbeni
community area (350ha)
not economically viable on
its own was unlocked by
proclaiming as a PA and
inclusion into HIP, securing
investment of more than
R44 million
13000 ha Babanago will be
more viable and investment
friendly due to its location in
a Biodiversity Economy
Node
28000ha Emakhosini Royal
Game-Cattle Initiative, to be
proclaimed as World
Heritage Site, expands the
wildlife-based product
offering in the node, whilst
attracting communal areas
into the wildlife economy
without parting with cultural
values
The dropping of fences
between communities, PA’s
and private ranches results
in reduced infrastructure
costs, free game movement
from PA, management/
mentorship suppport, joint
marketing, leveraging
investment, increase in land
value >3x and accelerated
development.

Conservation Impacts
▪

Transformation of
communal land provide
linkages with node & PA’s
to the north, expanding the
Conservation Estate and
increasing resources fueling
the Biodiversity Economy

▪

Dropping fences with
neighbours provide corridors
for migration and climate
change adaptation

▪

PA’s dropping fences with
community PA’s reduce cost
for PA expantion as well as
achieving conservation
targets – increased
protection of Critical
Biodiversity Areas and
range expanding for
threatened species e.g.
Rhino + wilddog (uMfolozi
Big 5 Initiative)

▪

In partnership with
neighbouring private game
ranchers and communities
PA’s can improve their
management performance
(METT) without additional
costs to government e.g.
Kwasangyue-OpatheVriendschap Initiative
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5 Six catalyst projects in the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node
accelerate achievement of both conservation and economic
development targets in 5 years
Restituted and communal areas unlocked for the
wildlife economy 45,900ha
Critical biodiversity areas protected 34,100ha
Protected area expansion 42,800ha
Government saving expanding PA network through
development of communal land R282 mil
Heritage area unlocked with mixed cattle-game and
diverse wildlife-based products 28,000ha
Leveraged investment of R1.2 billion of which > 50%
from private sector
Increase of communal land value >3X
Improved food security with increase in game and
20ha communal gardens/rangeland improvemnets
7,184 jobs: In area 1,796 permanent and 1875
temporary; 5,388 indirect (SMME & service industry)
SMME opportunities in wildlife value chain: tourism;
hunting; meat processing; taxidermy; tannery; curio;
alien plant clearing; Nguni; etc.
Support industries: More flights to upgraded Ulundi
airport; fencing; transport; education; etc.
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5 Six catalyst projects in the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node will
contribute to the creation of ~7,100 jobs by 2021
Financial

Employment

Project

Area

Profit
Ecosystem
(without debt Services
servicing)
Value
Combined Investment Temporary Permanent Indirect Total

Units

ha

R'000 / a

R'000 / a

R'000 / a

R'000

# jobs

# jobs

# jobs

# jobs

Umfolozi Big 5 Phase 1

5,892

6,949

50,084

57,034

188,446

400

326

978 1,304

Umfolozi Big 5 Phase 2

8,031

9,472

68,261

77,733

159,117

361

271

813 1,084

Umfolozi Big 5 Phase 3

5,000

5,897

42,500

48,397

109,217

255

150

450

600

Umfolozi Big 5 Opathe link

5,000

5,897

42,500

48,397

85,503

78

106

319

426

Umfolozi Big 5 Fundimvelo link

4,000

4,718

34,000

38,718

68,402

63

85

256

341

13,000

18,146

110,500

128,646

37,880

203

155

465

620

4,363

5,146

37,086

42,231

74,609

68

93

279

372

Emakhosini

28,606

33,738

243,151

276,889

489,177

447

609

1,828 2,437

Total

73,892

89,963

628,082

718,045

1,212,351

1,875

1,796

5,388 7,184

Babanango
Kwasanguye /
Vriendschap
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5 Operationalise the uMfolozi Biodiversity Economy Node
as a pilot for the wildlife node concept
Total Costs ZAR Millions
934.4
305.9
222.5
149.6

135.5
70.8

2016/17

50.1
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2022-2030

Total Cost

Major cost drivers ZAR Millions
462.09
217.29
8.24

9.00

Fencing
Game
materials and purchase
construction
costs

12.59
Professional
time

39.00

57.49

Land
acquisition

Operational
costs

114.92

Salaries

Professional
Services

Contractual
services
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INITIATIVES

6 Initiative: Empower 4000 emerging entrepreneurs and farmers through
focused capacity building programmes
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

The initiative seeks to address critical skills required within the wildlife
economy. Therefore the intention is to train emerging wildlife farmers,
entrepreneurs and staff in all the skills required in the initial stage of
establishing a wildlife economy. It will be done through conducting a skills
audit, development of an integrated, funded entrepreneur identification and
training programme and establishment of collaboration of various
training/empowerment partners, institutions including wildlife industry.

▪

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪

DOE,CATHSETA,
Services SETA, WNR
SETA,
DRDLR-NARYSEC
SAWC,NYDA,DSMED
Management
Authorities/Provinces

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

The transformation of the wildlife economy sector requires a skilled
workforce to improve the quality and productivity in the value chain.
Therefore skills development/capacity building forms an integral part of
enabling entrepreneurs to participate in the value chain. The empowerment
of 4000 entrepreneurs and staff using focused capacity building
programmes will ensure that they are sufficiently capacitated/skilled to be
employed and/or utilise the business opportunities.

▪

▪
▪
▪

PHASA;Vumel
ana;
DTI;NYDA
WRSA
Academic
institutions

~R400,000,000

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: June 2016
End Date: November 2019

Level of implementation

▪

National
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INITIATIVES

6 Initiative: Empower 4000 emerging entrepreneurs and farmers through
focused capacity building programmes
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

Most community beneficiaries do not have the capacity and technical &
business skills required within the wildlife economy
Having skilled and capacitated people at rural level is core to the success
of the wildlife economy transformation initiative
Not all farmers are entrepreneurs, therefore business management skills
are an important element of the capacity building strategy, and in many
cases partners (investment and business) will be needed to expand the
economic unit.
Capacity building is not just training, it includes a combination of training
and mentorship/coaching support.

Risks

▪
▪
▪
▪

Inadequate access to the beneficiaries for the skills audit
Inadequate resourcing for implementation across several provinces and
multiple sites at any one time.
Appointment of weak training implementers
Lack of ‘buy-in’ / commitment from government at provincial and local
level

Partnership indicator

▪

At this stage no funding partner in place, however, SAWC has an MOU
with DEA and if given the mandate to lead the initiative, it will approach
its current funder partners for support.

▪

Range of training used as a base taken
from previous projects of this nature
Programme unit costs and duration taken
from existing institutions offering the
programmes

Unresolved issues

▪
▪
▪

Alignment of wildlife economy sites/farms
to beneficiaries being capacitated (future
caution)
Database of beneficiaries
Funding/Funder commitment

Contribution to transformation

▪
▪
▪

Develop skilled and equipped black wildlife
farmers
Provide a pool of people from the
beneficiary communities to be employed
within the wildlife economy
SMME support to new wildlife businesses
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6 Initiative: Empower 4000 emerging entrepreneurs and farmers through
focused capacity building programmes
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Entrepreneur database
Skills audit report
Signed contracts
Training plans

Activity

Deliverable

# Farmers trained
# Entrepreneurs trained
# Trainings conducted

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

6.1 Identify 4000 (1200 entrepreneurs and 2800
farmers and staff)

Entrepreneur
database

01/06/16

12

Provinces &
DRDLR

6.2 Conduct skills audit and gap analysis based on
the identified 4000 beneficiaries

Skills audit
report

01/10/16

12

DEA/appointed
partner

6.3 Development of training plans based on skills
audit and gap analysis

Curriculum
completed

01/01/17

12

Appointed
partner

6.4

Signed contracts 01/10/16

12

DEA

6.5

M&E Framework
01/01/17
report

4

DEA & SAHGCA

Graduate report 01/01/17

52

Appointed
training partners

6.6 Implement Capacity Building according to
Training Plan
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6 Initiative: Empower 4000 emerging entrepreneurs and farmers through
focused capacity building programmes

Impact
evaluation
Training
Curriculum
development
Skills Gap
analysis
Identification
of trainees
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6 Initiative: Empower 4000 emerging entrepreneurs and farmers through
focused capacity building programmes
Total Costs ZAR Millions

1,022.0
806.8

213.0
0.9
2016/17

1.3
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2022-2030

Major cost drivers ZAR Millions
157.60

Total Cost
167.06

74.88

0.62
Printing

1.94

10.11

Accommodation Professional
Services

Training

Learner costs

Tuition Fees
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7 Initiative: Formalise SA game market and create network of game meat
processing facilities
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

This initiative aims to establish a high quality and safe game meat market in
South Africa by formalizing the regulatory framework for production.

▪

▪

To unlock the full potential of this industry and satisfy demand for this product, it
is also necessary to improve the capacity of the approximately 200 current meat
processing plans, as well as construct and operational an additional 110 new
meat processing plants.

WRSA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪

DAFF
DoH
DEA

Required resources

▪

Game meat has significant potential to contribute to the wildlife economy and
general food security.

▪

▪

Despite the potential, there is currently still no formalized system or recording
the production, slaughtering and processing for game meat currently exist. This
has exasperated an inefficient market in which the product is valued
significantly below value.
Impact (2021): 2500 direct jobs created, 18,500 tons of meat produced,
providing a GDP contribution of R600 million

▪

Impact (2021): 27,000 direct jobs created, 206K tons of meat produced,
providing a GDP contribution of R6.6 billion

WRSA
DAFF
PHASA (HAWASA)

DTI

Motivation for proposal

▪

▪
▪
▪

Investment of R 500 million

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date:
End Date:

Level of implementation

▪

National
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7 Initiative: Formalise SA game market and create network of game meat
processing facilities
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

Currently 20 million ha marginal agricultural land used for semi-extensive game
ranching; 19 million head of game (6 million more than cattle)
R2,300bn embedded capital in land and animals
20% of red meat in SA is game meat produced without game meat safety
regulations
180 slaughter facilities unrecorded, only 20 recorded on 10,000 game ranches

▪
▪
▪

Other Lab initiatives will deliver at least 10
million ha new land under wildlife management
DAFF to approve the initiative
Establishment of GAMPO (Game Meat Project
Office) to drive Initiative, through an MOU
between DAFF and WRSA
National Treasury, through DTI, will be able to
establish a suitable Fund to support new
emerging entrepreneurs in starting up

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪

▪

▪

If the Game meat regulations are not Gazetted the Initiative will not be
implementable
Significant private sector investment need to be found over a five year
period, and therefore the 3ft plan have made provision for a 18 month
investment planning, roadshow and Notice of Interest programme

Contribution to transformation

Partnership indicator

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

Private Sector will contribute 72% of investment
New Entrepreneur Funding required from DTI/Treasury to cover 22% of
total investment
Institutional support from DAFF required amounting to an average of R6.5
million per year

Planning of the macro business case needs to
be done at a spatially aggregated level – this is
part of the detailed planning requirements of the
first 18 months

▪

▪

80% of the new game meat infrastructure to be
developed “off-farm” will be BEE and deracialized
Start-up capital pledged funding
– 1% of commission earned at WRSA
auctions starting from 2015 onwards
Pending funding streams
– 20% of revenue of earned from the
statutory levies currently in development
with NAMC
MOU between WRSA, DAFF and DRDLR
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7 Initiative: Formalise SA game market and create network of game meat
processing facilities (1/2)
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Gazetted Regulations
Country-wide roadshow completed
Sufficient NOI’s received for business case start
Business case in place
Training material and programme in place

2021: 18,500 tons game meat
2021: GDP 600 million
2021: 2,500 jobs
2030: 206,000 tons game meat (2 million animals)
2030: GDP 6,600 million
2030: 27,000 jobs

Activity

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

7.1 Game Meat Regulations to be gazetted

GMR Gazetted

15 May 2016

13

DAFF (Veterinary
services)

7.2 Conduct a deracialised stakeholder /
new entrepreneur awareness campaign
with a view to obtaining Notices of
Interest (NoI`s)

Coordinated/implemented by
WRSA CEO

1 June 2016

52

WRSA

7.3 Notice of Interest (NOI) obtained

Signed NoI`s and MoU`s

1 Oct 2016

30

WRSA

7.4 Develop macro business case that sets
acceptable transformation targets

Documented investigations
and planned collaborations

1 March 2017

13

WRSA

Responsible
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7 Initiative: Formalise SA game market and create network of game meat
processing facilities (2/2)
Activity

Deliverable

Planned
start date

7.5 Training requirements

Game Meat Forum task team
to regulate service providers
according to SAQA standards

1 Sept
2016

7.6 Support entities identified

Systems, processes
developed documented,
approved and available

7.7 Local market
awareness/development

Duration

Responsible

Ongoing

WRSA

June 2017

xx

WRSA

Copies of promotional
material and feedback
documentation from targeted
black schools
= 70% poor areas

1 June
2016

26

WRSA

7.8 National Agricultural Marketing
Council

Marketing/market share
development implemented

1 Feb 2017

26

NAMC

7.9 Facilitate/grow the new
processing facilities

Developed pack available at
WRSA Head Office and all
Study Groups management

1 June
2017

261

Investors /
entrepreneurs

7.10 2030 projection of processing
facilities

300 new processing facilities
operational

1 June
2021

730

Investors /
entrepreneurs
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7 Development of a successful SA game meat industry requires issues
to be addressed on both demand and supply side
Unlocking Production (Supply)

Unlocking Consumption (Demand)

 Address issues in the game meat
safety act to create an enabling
environment for game meat
production

 Establish a professional game meat
association/council

 Create a network of 110 new and
approved game meat processing
facilities
▪ Establish standards
▪ Develop accreditation/ inspection
systems
▪ Establish where these facilities
will be
 Leverage underutilized
abattoir facilities

 Isolate the value proposition of game
meat to the South African consumer
 Develop a brand/label for SA
game meat

SA GAME MEAT
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7 By 2021, 110 processing facilities will create 2,500 jobs, and generate
~R1.6 billion in revenue
Model

Finalise Legal
Framework

Impact
2021

Ranch 1

Formalise
Supply Chain

Ranch 2

Transport

Processing
plant

Ranch 3

Brand and
promote

▪

18.5K tons of
meat

▪

~R1.6 billion in
revenue

▪

~1,700 direct
jobs

▪

~800 peripheral
jobs

R 490 million Investment
Private/Public sector/DTI & IDC fund contribution

SA GAME MEAT

72%

6%

22%
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7 By 2030, 206K tons of game meat will be processed, creating to 27,000
jobs and contributing R6.6 billion towards GDP
Summary statistics - 2021
Game meat (tons)

Summary statistics - 2030
18,500

Game meat (tons)

206,030

Number of facilities

110

Number of facilities

300

Revenue (R'million)

2,141

Revenue (R'million)

23,840

GDP (R'million)

599

GDP (R'million)

6,675

Salaries and wages (R'million)

300

Salaries and wages (R'million)

3,338

Direct and Indirect Jobs (#) On
Farm and in Processing

2,500

Direct Jobs (#) In Processing

1,750

Direct and Indirect Jobs (#)

27,800

Direct Jobs (#) In Transport,
Processing, Etc

19,400
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Public Sector

7 Initiative: Formalise SA game market and create network
of game meat processing facilities

545.5
156.6

Total Cost ZAR Millions

152.9
41.6

161.7
44.0

171.1

111.3

117.7

124.5

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

53.8
18.9
3.3
0.5 2.8

34.9

2016/17

2017/18

Private Sector

46.6
388.9
2.6
2022-2030

Major cost drivers ZAR Millions

Total Cost
14.3

6.8

7.4

4.5
1.0
Television
coverage

Advertisements

Professional
Services

Employees

Training
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8 Initiative: Implement a campaign that drives participative
transformation and consumer growth for wildlife related activities
and products
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪
▪

This initiative aims to increase the interest and subsequently participation in
wildlife related activities from Black communities as consumers and investors.
The targeted activities included participation in hunting and wildlife viewing as
well as purchasing of non-consumptive wildlife products (e.g. curious) and
investing in wildlife business ventures.
Current gaps in the marketing of wildlife-related tourism activities will be
identified and with this information, recommendations will be made to SA
Tourism for inclusion in their campaigns.
The campaign itself will target the general SA public, as well as specific school
curriculums and specifically the “elite’’ black individuals.

Wildlife Forum

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Local South African
Hunting Associations
PHASA
WRSA
DEA
Provincial Nature
Conservation

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

▪

Black communities offer a large potential as a consumer base and these
segments need to be developed to leverage their buying power and ensure the
sustainable growth of the wildlife economy.

▪

▪

Impact: As they are new entrants in the wildlife industry, there is a need to
attract new consumers. Attracting an additional 6000 new black hunters into the
industry will ensure sustainable business growth for the new entrants.

▪
▪
▪

Department of
Tourism
SA Tourism
Provincial
tourism
authorities

Budget for promotional materials

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: June 2016
End Date: June 2019

Level of implementation

▪

National
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8 Initiative: Implement a campaign that drives participative
transformation and consumer growth for wildlife related activities
and products
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

It is estimated that less than 6000 of the over 200 000 hunters in South Africa
come from the Black Communities
South Africa currently has 8,3 million people considered to be in the middle
class, of which 5,3 million are black. The black middle class spends R400billion annually, far more than the R323-billion spent by the historically wealthier
white middle class.
Less than 20 game ranches are black-owned
Consumers are not buying wildlife based products such as curios often due to
misperceptions

▪
▪

Attracting 4000 new black hunters would
create a new market for the entrants in the
industry and diversify the market base
Promoting consumption of sustainably sourced
skins, hides curios would increase the number
of new SMMEs in the wildlife industry
Encourage the elite black people to invest in the
wildlife sector would contribute towards
economic transformation targets of the country.

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

Over flooding the market which could lead to unsustainable harvesting of the
wild animals
International Legislation/regulation may negative affect the demand of the
wildlife –based products and activities
Climate change
Global and national economic climate

None

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transformation

▪
▪

▪

▪

Hunting association to recruit new Black hunters.
Government will contribute financial resources towards various promotional
campaigns
Professional Hunting Association will offer supportive mentoring of new entrants
from Black community.

▪

Introducing 4000 new black recreational
hunters by 2030 would diversify the market
base of the wildlife sector
Encourage the elite black people to invest in the
wildlife sector would contribute towards
economic transformation targets of the country
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8 Initiative: Implement a campaign that drives participative
transformation and consumer growth for wildlife related activities and
products (1/2)
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪

Completion of deliverables

Activity

Increase the number of black hunters by 100% (6,000 –
12,000) by 2019

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

8.1

Develop a profile of consumptive and non
consumptive based wildlife-related tourism activities
available on private game ranches and provincial
parks

Profile List of
Activities

01/06/16

26

DEA

8.2

Associations and provincial agencies to develop an
awareness and promotion campaign for Sustainable
Use

Report on
Outcomes of
Campaigns

01/01/2017

52

HAWASA and
Conservation
agencies

8.3

Government and Associations to implement the
programs to grow the consumer market for wildlife
related activities on private game farms and
provincial parks

Report on
Outcomes of
Campaigns

01/06/2016

187

HAWASA and
Conservation
agencies

8.4

DEA to engage hunting associations to develop and
implement strategies/programs to encourage
membership growth in the black , Indian and
coloured communities

Report on
Membership
Numbers of Black
Hunters

01/06/2016

187

DEA
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8 Initiative: Implement a campaign that drives participative
transformation and consumer growth for wildlife related activities and
products (2/2)
Activity

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

8.5

Obtain financial support for emerging Professional
Hunters & Hunting Outfitters and game ranchers to
market hunts, especially at restituted areas amongst
the targeted group

Marketing by
Emerging
PH/Outfitters
Funded

01/11/2016

179

DEA,DRDLR,
Dept. of Tourism
and Provincial
Departments

8.6

Engage with the DOE to exploit opportunities to
include sustainable utilization and wildlife-related
tourism activities in the life skill school curriculums

Report on
Progress

01/06/2016

83

DEA

8.7

Engage SAPS to ensure a fair and enabling firearm
use & ownership regime for hunters.

Minutes of
Meetings

01/07/2016

1

CHASA, SAHGCA
and DEA

8.8

Promote the trade of sustainably and legally sourced
value-added wildlife products such as processed
skins, hides, curios etc. to the international market

Standards
Developed &
Promoted

01/07/16

129

DEA

8.9

Promote wildlife business ventures such as tanneries
and game farms as feasible, sound and viable
investment opportunities for new and established
entrepreneurs amongst the black communities.

Report on
Investors into the
Sector

01/07/16

27

DEA

Investor
catalogue
developed

1/06/16

148

DEA

8.10 Develop and promote the Biodiversity Economy
Investor Catalogue
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8 Initiative: Implement a campaign that drives participative
transformation and consumer growth for wildlife related activities and
products (2/2)
Activity

Deliverable

8.11 Develop a monitoring and Evaluation Framework

Report on
Outcomes of
Campaigns

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

16/05/2018

203

DEA
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National

8 Initiative: Implement a campaign that drives participative
transformation and consumer growth for wildlife related
activities and products

Provincial
equitable share

19.8

Total Cost ZAR Millions

10.7

17.8
6.3

8.7

2.8
2.0

2.0

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Major cost drivers ZAR Millions

2019/20

2020/21

2022-2030 Total Cost

15.9

3.9

Marketing

Professional Services
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9 Initiative: Create an enabling legislative environment through the
amendment of NEMBA
Case for change
Initiative Description
 This initiative proposes to amend NEMBA in a way that continues to provide for the
conservation of ecosystem and species, but also enables a person to conduct
business without unnecessary permit constraints.
 Suggested amendments include:
– Chapter 1: Include definition of Trade
– Chapter 1: Align objectives of the act to reflect all amendments
– Chapter 4: Revise the wording of the current permit requirement
– Chapter 5: Expand scope to include threats other than those posed by species
– New chapter:: Include national permitting system for PHs, HOs & Trainers,
Include enabling provision to use industry standards and reduce # of permits,
Make provision for national hunting license, Include an enabling provision to
regulate methods (rather than activities), Include provision for minimum
training standards etc.

Motivation for proposal
▪ The current provisions of NEMBA are not conducive from the perspective of

▪

▪

promoting growth of the wildlife economy; hence, the inclusion of a chapter that
adequately makes provision for sustainable use, within the ambits of South Africa’s
international obligations, is required.
The current provision relating to the permit requirement in Chapter 4 is extremely
restrictive, since the approach is to require a permit for the carrying out of any
restricted activity involving any specimen of a listed threatened or protected
species.
There are currently insufficient mechanisms in chapter 5 to address processes or
activities that are threatening to biodiversity as the chapter is limited to species that
posed threats

Implementing agency
▪ DEA

Key stakeholders identified
▪ DEA
▪ Industry
▪ Provinces
▪ DST, NRF
▪ SANParks
▪ NGOs and
▪ SANBI
accredited
research
▪ Academic institutions
agencies

Required resources
▪ No additional resources required

Implementation timeframe
▪ Start date: April 2017
▪ End Date: March 2022
Level of implementation
▪ National
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9 Initiative: Create an enabling legislative environment through the
amendment of NEMBA
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

Adequate and effective enabling provisions focusing on biodiversity
protection and conservation on a national level
Lack of adequate enabling provisions focusing on sustainable use of
biodiversity resources on a national level
Lack of an approach to use industry-regulated standards and stateregulated standards
Provincial biodiversity acts/ ordinances

Provincial conservation authorities will
support the approach of industry-regulated
standards and state-regulated standards,
instead of an extensive permitting
approach

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪

▪

▪

Due to nature conservation being a functional area of concurrent
competence, provincial conservation authorities may still opt to require
permits in terms of provincial legislation
Difficulty to obtain information that would otherwise have been obtained
from permits

None

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transformation

▪

▪

Not applicable

The inclusion of a chapter relating to
sustainable use in particular will make it
easier for new entrants to establish
themselves and function within the
biodiversity business environment, due to
reduced number of permits, and
administration burden as a result thereof
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9 Initiative: Create an enabling legislative environment through the
amendment of NEMBA
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪

Completion of deliverables

N/A

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

9.1 Develop a concept note

Concept note

1 June 2016

22

DEA

9.2 Develop the initial Socio-Economic
Impact Assessment (SEIA)

SEIA report

1 October 2016

14

DEA

9.3 Appoint a service provider

Appointment
letter and SLA

3 January 2017

27

DEA

9.4 Draft the Bill

Draft Bill

1 April 2017

53

DEA

9.5 Conduct formal stakeholder consultation

Composite
document and
revised Bill

1 April 2018

40

DEA

9.6 Initiate the Parliamentary approval
process

Promulgated Bill

3 January 2019

61

DEA

Activity
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9 NEMBA prescribes the permitting requirements for al threatened and
protected species

NEMBA provision of Section 57(1)
A person may not carry out a restricted

activity involving
a specimen of a listed threatened or protected
species without a permit …
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9 The Lab proposes both amendments to the existing NEMBA language
and a new chapter specifically describing sustainable use (1/2)

General approach to existing chapters
▪

Chapter 4 continues to apply to the protection and conservation of
listed threatened or protected ecosystems and species (TOPS),
and CITES-listed species

▪

Revision of Section 57(1) to specify the restricted activities and
specimens of listed TOPS that require a permit, rather than the
current approach to require a permit for the carrying out of every
restricted activity involving every specimen of every listed species

▪

Expand the scope of Chapter 5 to include processes and activities
as potential threats to biodiversity, e.g. intensive breeding or
habitat fragmentation (currently the scope is limited to alien and
listed invasive species, and genetically modified organisms)
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9 The Lab proposes both amendments to the existing NEMBA language
and a new chapter specifically describing sustainable use (2/2)
Include a new chapter for sustainable use

▪ The scope of the new chapter must apply to
any indigenous species

▪ Define “sustainable use” and “open season”
▪ Reduce the scope of permits required for
the carrying out of restricted activities

▪ Include a mechanism to allow for the
operation of an enterprise within agreed
standards (industry-regulated or stateregulated), rather than to require permits for
every restricted activity

▪ Include the following enabling provisions:
– A person may not operate as a
–

professional hunter, hunting outfitter or
trainer without a permit
Proclaiming of a national open season
(in respect of hunting) by the Minister in
the Gazette, and providing for a national
hunting license

– Providing for the issuance of hunting
licenses by entities other than organs of
state, e.g. recognised associations

– Prescribing fencing requirements for the
purpose of retaining ownership of game
(linked to the Game Theft Act and the
registration of game farms)

– Formal establishment of the repositioned Wildlife Forum

– Providing criteria for recognition of
training programs (not intended to
prescribe the curriculum/ syllabus)

– Regulating methods for the carrying out
of restricted activities, instead of having
to regulate the restricted activity in order
to regulate the method (currently
methods can only be regulated if the
restricted activity is regulated)
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9 The aim of the NEMBA amendments is to encourage economic growth
of the sector with more targeted regulatory risk management
Define clear objectives for the chapter on sustainable use
Create a system

▪

For reduced number of regulated activities, and increased number of
activities that do not require permits

▪

To provide the ability to monitor the impact of activities in the absence of
permits

Establish the Wildlife Forum in terms of NEMBA
Make provision for industry standards in the regulatory framework ( focus is
non-compliance with these standards)
Expand responsible hunting to responsible practices
Expand Chapter 5 of NEMBA, relating to species and organisms posing a
threat to biodiversity

▪

Include threatening activities or processes, such as habitat fragmentation,
intensive breeding

▪
▪

Define selective and intensive breeding
Make provision for a registration process of intensive breeding systems
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10 Initiative: Develop and implement wildlife industry standards
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

The intention of this initiative is to facilitate the development of industry standards
as a means of regulating wildlife activities through both state regulation and
industry oversight. These standards will encompass the following:
▪ Codes of conduct (e.g. codes of conduct of professional hunters) - sets of rules
and responsibilities determined by an organisation members of organisations.
▪ Codes of best practice- sets of guidelines determined by an organisation
members of organisations.
▪ Disciplinary codes: codes defining how members will be disciplined if found
guilty of transgressing codes of conduct or best practice - determined by an
organisation members of organisations.
▪ Industry standards a set level of management practice which wildlife industry
stakeholders must meet in order to be allowed to conduct certain activities determined by the state and

▪

DEA in conjunction with conservation
agencies

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA
DT
DTI
Provinces
SANParks
SANBI
Academic institutions

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

▪

 R250,000

The lack of industry standards has resulted in the preponderance of a number
of activities that are harmful either to the reputation of the wildlife industry or to
the preservation of the resource base that underpins it. Industry standards will
reduce or remove the damage caused by such activities in the following ways:
– Will incentivise good practice and reward these through economic gain
– Will maintain and enhance the value of the wildlife economy by giving
product assurance to consumers
– Will help improve reputation (both domestically and internationally) and
reduce revenue loss as a result of reputational damages
– Will ensure sustainability of the resource base and, therefore, the
sustainability of the wildlife economy
– Will reduce negative impacts on ecosystems services
– Reduce the regulatory burden of the state

▪
▪
▪
▪

Wildlife industry
DST NRF
NGOs and
other conservation
agencies
Tourism Grading
Council of SA

Implementation timeframe

▪

April 2017 - March 2019

Level of implementation

▪

National
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10 Initiative: Develop and implement wildlife industry standards
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

Although some standards already exist (such as codes of conduct for some
industry organisations), and some are in the process of being created (such as
codes of best practice by WRSA), there are some necessary standards missing
for contentious activities (such as intensive and selective breeding)
Certain activities not currently covered by suitable standards (e.g. canned
hunting) have resulted in clear reputational damage to South Africa’s wildlife
industry
Certain activities may be having detrimental effects on the ecological resource
base and reducing the value of ecosystem services
Comprehensive industry standards will reduce these negative impacts

Because membership of organisations is
voluntary, it may be assumed that some
industry participants may not comply with
industry regulated standards

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪
▪
▪

▪

Industry stakeholders may initially resist further rules and regulations
Inadequate transitional provisions may lead to unintended non-compliance
There is a risk of over-regulation

None

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transformation

▪

▪

The wildlife industry will drive this process up until the point where state
regulated norms and standards may be developed. A wide range of industry
stakeholders will be involved in the development phase.

Comprehensive standards will assist new
entrants (including emerging ranchers) to
comply with codes and regulations from the
start, and will reduce the chances of them
starting off on the wrong foot
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10 Initiative: Develop and implement wildlife industry standards
Input KPIs
▪ All wildlife industry subsectors assessed to determine whether they need industry

▪
▪
▪
▪

standards and criteria for assessing standards developed
Existing wildlife industry standards identified and rated for all subsectors
All necessary standards revised or developed
Methods of monitoring, enforcement and compliance developed
Standards rolled out

Output KPIs
▪ Improved local and international reputation for SA wildlife

▪

industry
Wildlife industry activities have reduced impacts on
resource base

Planned start
date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

Activity

Deliverable

11.1 Identify which wildlife subsectors need industry standards
(including industry regulated standards and/or state
regulated norms and standards)

Standards Working
Group (SWG);
Workshop report

01/04/17

10

Industry (HAWASA)

11.2 Conduct audit of existing industry standards for each
subsector and assess the adequacy of these standards
based on set criteria developed by industry, government
and independent experts

Audit report

01/06/17

10

SWG

11.3 Develop or revise the industry regulated standards
(addressing reputational issues that do not have impacts
on biodiversity) and/or develop state regulated standards
(for activities that may impact biodiversity)

Working group
report(s)

01/08/17

48

SWG/DEA

11.4 Identify mechanisms for implementation of industry
regulated standards

Industry standards
for all sectors

01/07/18

78

SWG

11.5 Awareness raising and advocacy for developed industry
regulated standards (this may feed into the sustainable
use initiative) and final roll-out of standards

Standards rolled out 01/05/18

52

SWG/DEA
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10 Although some standards already exist, there are still some
gaps to be filled
Consumptive
1
Existing
Standards

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Standards not
yet developed

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Wildlife Ranching
Codes of conduct and disciplinary code for
WRSA
Risks associated with translocation for
TOPS species included in the TOPS
regulations
N&S for management of rhinos and
elephants
Two N&S for captive breeding of rhinos
and cheetahs in development
SABS standard for commercial wildlife
breeding
SABS standard for crocodiles in captivity
SABS standards for zoos and aquaria
Codes of best practice for any wildlife
ranching activities (although some are
being developed)
Norms and standards for game breeding
(specifically to deal with intensive and
selective breeding)
Standards for translocation of common
species
Code of best practice for fencing
Code of best practice for sustainable use
practices (e.g. sustainability score card)

2 Activities

▪

Codes of conduct and
disciplinary codes for
PHASA, CHASA and
SA Hunters

▪

Code of best practice
for sustainable use
practices (e.g.
sustainability score
card)

3 Products & Services

▪

Game meat scheme
developed but not yet
gazetted

▪

Code of best practice for
game and land
management (e.g.
sustainability scorecard)
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10 Initiative: Develop and implement wildlife industry standards

254.8

Total Cost ZAR 000s

162.4
92.4

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Major cost drivers ZAR 000s

2020/21

2022-2030 Total Cost

203.0

42.0
9.8
Food

Accommodation

Travel
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11 Initiative: Implement a national wildlife economy branding scheme
based on sustainability criteria
Case for change
Initiative Description

▪
▪
▪

▪

This initiative is intended to augment both existing and yet to be derived set of incentives to encourage the
wildlife industry to act responsibly, sustainably and ethically in the management of wildlife, wildlife habitats
and commercial practices.
Through product labelling discerning consumers be able to select those opportunities, products and
services that meet a particular standard. Similarly, this initiative will enable the wildlife and associated
industriesto achieve and be rewarded for achieving the desired standard.
The product labelling mechanism will enable the product to be tracked using a ‘cradle to grave’ approach to
ensure authenticity and therein ensure consumer and general public confidence in the standard marketed.
Thus the property on which the game occur as well as any associated (e.g. lodges) downstream (retailers)
will be able to display and augment their marketing with the certification standard, similar to the ‘star’ system
implemented by the Tourism Grading Council of South Africa.
Finally properties and associated industries that achieve better sustainable and ethical practices, across
environmental and social criteria would receive higher ratings and hence access to a bigger market.

Implementing agency
▪ DEA/DT in conjunction with conservation
agencies

Key stakeholders identified
▪ DEA
▪ Wildlife industry
▪ DT
▪ DST NRF
▪ DTI
▪ NGOs and
▪ Provinces
conservation
▪ SANParks
agencies
▪ SANBI
▪ Tourism
▪ Academic
Grading
institutions

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

The lack of a certification scheme has resulted in the preponderance of a number of activities that are harmful
either to the reputation of the wildlife industry or to the preservation of the resource base that underpins it. A
certification scheme will reduce the damage caused by such activities in the following ways:
1) Will incentivise good practice and reward these through economic gain;
2) Will maintain and enhance the value of the wildlife economy by giving product assurance to consumers;
3) Will help improve reputation (both domestically and internationally) and reduce revenue loss as a result of
reputational damage (E.g. if the European Union were to ban the imports of trophies from SA (and there
are already attempts to ban trophies from entering the EU by some sectors), the number of foreign hunters
entering SA would decline by 36%);
4) Will facilitate sustainability of the resource base and, therefore, the sustainability of the wildlife economy;
5) Will reduce negative impacts on ecosystems services;
6) Will help the government track biodiversity outcomes;
7) Will help to contribute towards national biodiversity targets;
8) Will enable the conservation agencies to direct and focus their efforts and regulate in partnership with the
wildlife industry;
9) Will create a vital platform for transformation of the wildlife industry, enable land restituted and other rural
communities to enter into and compete economically with established private entities.

R 825,000

Council of SA

Implementation timeframe
▪ September 2016 – June 2019
Level of implementation
▪ National
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11 Initiative: Implement a national wildlife economy branding scheme
based on sustainability criteria
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

▪

The lack of a certification scheme has resulted in the preponderance of a number of activities that are
harmful either to the reputation of the wildlife industry or to the preservation of the resource base that
underpins it. This initiative is intended to augment both existing and yet to be derived set of incentives to
encourage the wildlife industry to act responsibly, sustainably and ethically in the management of wildlife,
wildlife habitats and commercial practices. In so doing, this incentive will enable the discerning consumer
(i.e. international and domestic trophy and meat hunters, wildlife product retailers, and the general public),
through product labelling, to select those opportunities, products and services that meet a particular
standard. Similarly, this initiative will enable the wildlife and associated industries (e.g. lodges, wildlife
product outlets, etc.) to achieve and be rewarded (in conjunction with the potential benefits derived from
other economic incentives, e.g. tax deductions) for achieving the desired standard.

Risks

▪

A lack of acceptable incentives for all stakeholders will lead to fewer stakeholders participating in the
certification scheme. Similarly, disinterest from the consumer will result in a failure of market based
incentives. Over regulation through unnecessary permits will decrease the efficiency of a certification
scheme.

Partnership indicator
▪ SANBI – Lead and provide guidance in the development of the certification scheme
▪ DEA – Lead and provide guidance in the implementation of the certification scheme
▪ Wildlife industry – Involved in development and implementation of scheme. Will be required to buy into the

▪
▪
▪

Assumptions
▪ NEMBA revision will provide for the legal
mechanisms to include certification in the legal
framework

Unresolved issues
▪ Legal framework to allow for the inclusion of
certification schemes. This will be dealt with in
the NEMBA revision

Contribution to transformation
▪ Provide an equal playfield for all participants in
the wildlife industry

certification scheme
DT, Tourism Grading Council of SA – Partner to engage in providing market based incentives
Provinces & SANParks – Will be required to participate in development of certification scheme and
implementation of scheme
Academic institutions; DTI; DST NRF; NGOs – participate in the development of certification scheme,
provide information and assist in marketing of certification scheme
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11 Initiative: Implement a national wildlife economy branding scheme
based on sustainability criteria (1/2)
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Mission and vision of certification scheme agreed upon
Working group established with TOR and workplan in place
Pros and cons of existing certification schemes summarised
All risks within wildlife industry needing certification scheme identified
Certification criteria developed
Sustainability scorecard developed
Incentives to encourage participation in certification scheme developed
Wildlife Stewardship Council successfully managing certifications for wildlife properties
Certification scheme implemented across all subsectors of the wildlife industry

▪

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

11.1 Summarise existing incentive schemes (not
Branding Working 01/10/16
necessarily restricted to the wildlife industry) and the Group (BWG)
caveats and benefits of these schemes
established,
summary
document written

27

SANBI

11.2 Identify all risks involved with the various activities
Working group
that need to be addressed within the wildlife industry report

01/04/17

5

BWG

11.3 Develop a set of branding scheme criteria based on
social, environmental and economic principles for the
evaluation of land use, and based on previous
decisions about level of recognition required

01/05/17

20

BWG

Activity

Deliverable

Preliminary
workshop report
written and
circulated

Planned start
date

Improved local and international reputation
for SA wildlife industry
Wildlife industry activities have reduced
impacts on resource base
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11 Initiative: Implement a national wildlife economy branding scheme
based on sustainability criteria (2/2)
Planned start
date

Duration

Responsible

Activity

Deliverable

11.4 Develop a sustainability score card with levels of
environmental and social branding and grading for
activities identified to be in need of a branding
scheme through industry stakeholder consultative
road show; Assess financial feasibility

Final workshop
report submitted;
Sustainability
scorecard
developed

01/09/17

46

…
BWG

11.5 Assess the need for incentive schemes within the
industry

Roadshow report

01/07/18

5

BWG

Organisation
11.6 Appoint an independent (outside of the industry)
organisation to implement and manage the branding appointed; TOR
scheme
report

01/08/18

16

BWG

11.7 Pilot branding scheme on test properties

Minimum of 10
properties
assessed

01/01/19

27

BWG

11.8 Roll out branding scheme

Certification
01/06/19
scheme available
to all wildlife
industry
stakeholders

92

BWG

11.9 Monitor targets and milestones and adapt to
changes in wildlife industry environment

Targets and
milestones
evaluated

52

BWG

01/01/20
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11 Through a wildlife branding scheme, reputational risks from wildlife
activities and negative impacts on the ecological resource base
will be reduced
Increased consumer
confidence
1

Newly established wildlife
branding agency
2

3

Site Based

Operator Based

Products Based

▪ Species diversity
▪ Predator management
▪ Ecological management
– Camp Sizes
– Veld management
▪ Contribution to social

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Hunting methods
Breeding Practices
Source of animals
Transport and Handling
Contribution to conservation
Contribution to social well-being

Sustainability of source
Veterinary practices
Harvesting method
Contribution to social well-being

well-being
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11 Society benefits from extensive management systems, but the value is
not monetized for the landowner
ZAR per 1000 ha
Revenue (Excluding
Eco-System Services)
Value of ecosystem services
Revenue (Including EcoSystem Services)
Jobs (per 1000 ha)

Risks to biodiversity
and wildlife economy

Intensive

Semi-Extensive

Extensive / PA

R3,975

R870

R797

R2,305

R7,059

R8,500

R6,280

R7,929

R9,297

▪ 11 permanent (mostly
unskilled)
28 Total
 Habitat loss &
fragmentation
 Loss of genetic
integrity / adaptability
 Reputational damage
and business risk
 Loss in threatened
species & predators

▪ 17 permanent (semiskilled)
43 Total
 Some impact on
ecological integrity
 Some predator
removal
 Business viability
risk

▪ 33 permanent
(Semi-skilled)
133 Total
 Generally
compatible with
low risks to
biodiversity and
wildlife
economy
 Limited areas
available

1 Includes jobs from other operations such as lodge staff and guides
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11 Eco-systems Ranking (Back-up)
Ecosystem Services
Rank (0 to 3)

Intensive Semi-Extensive Extensive/PA

Air pollution absorption

0

2

3

Carbon sequestration - buffering climate change

1

2

3

Cultural heritage (sacred places, traditional heritage)

0

3

3

Fire damage control - barriers to fire

3

2

2

Flood damage reduction

1

2

2

Recreation

0

2

2

Marketing icons - iconic features - benefits at a provincial economy level

0

3

3

Energy - wood fuel, hydro

1

2

3

Pest control - food pests, alien plants, army worms, locusts, flies & dung beetles

1

2

2

Soil formation and fertility - keeping long term option open

1

2

2

Soil erosion and degradation reduction

1

2

3

Fodder for livestock and game animals

1

2

3

Indigenous foods - plants, fish, game, crustaceans

1

2

3

Propagule dispersal - seeds, larvae, juveniles animals - fodder, food,

1

2

2

Disease reduction - cholera, ngunis, barriers, bats, birds

0

1

2

Fibre for building and craft

1

2

3

Traditional medicines

0

1

2

Natural heritage

0

3

3

Pollination - a refuge for pollinators

1

3

3

Nursery for wild plants and animals of commercial value (prawn fisheries) and migratory sites

0

1

1

Sense of place

0

2

3

Ground water recharge - enhancing supply

1

2

2

Water quality management - pollution and disease reduction - assimilation and dilution

0

2

2

Water supply regulation - enhancing low flow availability

1

2

2

Total score
Value of ES (ZAR/ha) (R'000/1000ha)

16

49

59

2 305

7 059

8 500
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11 Return on Investment (Back-up)
Intensive

Semi-Extensive

Extensive / PA1

Intensive assumptions - disease free buffalo

Extensive assumptions - Nambiti and Umfolozi
Big 5
Indicator
Units
Value
Permanent jobs

#jobs/1000ha

31

Total jobs

#jobs/1000ha

124

Revenue

R'000/1000ha 797

Profit

R'000/1000ha 1,800

Return on investment
(excl. ecosystem
service valuation)

%

?

Return on investment
(incl. ecosystem
service valuation)

%

?

Capital investment

R'000/1000ha 20,000

Capital investment Land

R'000/1000ha

?

–

–

?

–

–

?

–

–

?

Ecosystem service
value (intact acosystem service areas)

R'000/1000ha 8,500

Indicator

Units

Value

Semi-extensive assumptions - bushveld region
p153
Indicator
Units
Value

Permanent jobs

#jobs/1000ha

11

Permanent jobs

#jobs/1000ha

17

Total jobs

#jobs/1000ha

28

Total jobs

#jobs/1000ha

43

Revenue (after 5
years)

R'000/1000ha 5,490

Revenue (after 5
years)

R'000/1000ha 869

Profit (after 5 years)

R'000/1000ha 3,975

Profit (after 5 years)

R'000/1000ha 371

Return on investment
(excl. ecosystem
service valuation)

%

Return on investment
(excl. ecosystem
service valuation)

%

Return on investment
(incl. ecosystem
service valuation)

%

Return on investment
(incl. ecosystem
service valuation)

%

Capital investment Land

R'000/1000ha 7,500

Capital investment Land

R'000/1000ha 7,500

Capital investment Fencing and
Infrastructure

R'000/1000ha 1,675

Capital investment Fencing and
Infrastructure

R'000/1000ha 739

Capital investment Buildings

–

1,697

Capital investment Buildings

R'000/1000ha 1,697

Capital investment Vehicles and
implements

–

693

Capital investment Vehicles and
implements

R'000/1000ha 693

Capital investment Animals

R'000/1000ha 25,000

Capital investment Animals

R'000/1000ha 1,257

Ecosystem service
value (Degraded)

R'000/1000ha 2,305

Ecosystem service
value (Degraded)

R'000/1000ha 7,059

10.90%

17.20%

3.10%

62.50%

1 1 Due to a lack of sufficient data and the variance between commercial and conservation areas, figures such as return on investment could not accurately be determined
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11 Initiative: Implement a national wildlife economy branding scheme
based on sustainability criteria
824.1

Total Cost ZAR 000s

456.2

125.3

2016/17

2017/18

135.9

106.8

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2022-2030

Major cost drivers ZAR 000s

Total Cost
396.2

180.3
20.0

24.7

40.9

Printing

Employees

Food

62.0

100.0

Accommodation Marketing

Professional
Services

Travel
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12 Initiative: Develop and implement an electronic wildlife permitting
system and centralised database
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪

This initiative proposes to automate permit applications nationally. Apart from
reducing timeframes in the issuing of permit, an automated and centralized
database will improve access to information for decision making purposes.
High-level activities will include:
– Identification of system requirements and stakeholder engagement
– Development of system
– Synchronization of existing provincial permitting systems (KZN & Northern
Cape)

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA
Provincial conservation
authorities
DST (National
Research Foundation)
SANBI
Treasury

▪

▪

Academic
institutions, NGOs
and accredited
research agencies
Industry (WRSA,
PHASA, WTA,
Landowners)

Motivation for proposal

▪

▪
▪

DEA is in the process of developing electronic permit systems for threatened or
protected species (TOPS) and CITES-listed species, but an all-inclusive wildlife
electronic permit system would be required to accommodate the species that
will be affected when the new chapter in NEMBA relating to sustainable use of
natural resources, is implemented.
Currently information relating to the scope of the wildlife industry is fragmented
and difficult to obtain. In some cases this information is not available at all.
Scientific information to inform policy/ permit decisions is not easily accessible,
which often result in such decisions being taken in the absence of scientific
support.

Required resources

▪

TBD

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: July 2016
End Date: June 2018

Level of implementation

▪

National and provincial
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12 Initiative: Develop and implement an electronic wildlife permitting
system and centralised database
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

Currently no all-inclusive national integrated electronic permit system and
centralised database for the biodiversity/ wildlife sector
A national integrated electronic permit system has been developed for CITESlisted species, but not operational yet
The development of a national integrated electronic permit system for listed
threatened or protected species has been initiated
Only 2 provinces make use of an electronic permit system; however, the scope
of these systems are limited to the respective provinces only

Not applicable

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪

▪

Computer-related risks (e.g. hacking, viruses)

▪
▪

Feasibility of accrediting professional persons
to perform certain inspection functions
Industry bearing government costs (e.g.
industry member having to transport inspection
official)
Quantification of savings:
– Permit applications costs (study currently
underway)
– Cost of business (reduced time frames vs
cost of accredited persons)

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transformation

▪

▪

Not applicable

With reliable baseline industry information, it
will be easier to monitor the achievement of
transformation targets (e.g. increase of black
game farmers with 30%)
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12 Initiative: Develop and implement an electronic wildlife permitting
system and centralised database
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪ Activities completed

▪ # of permits processed per month
▪ Duration of application process
Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

Activity

Deliverable

11.1 Prepare the development of the
electronic permitting system and
centralised database

User
requirements
and process flow

1 July 2016

40

DEA

11.2 Develop the electronic permitting
system and centralised database

Electronic permit
system

1 April 2017

52

DEA

11.3 Implement the electronic permitting
system and centralised database

Operational
electronic permit
system

1 April 2018

13

DEA
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12 The current permitting process follows up to 14 steps and although
steps will not be reduced, turnover time can be decreased
Submit
application to
permit office
(PO)

Record
application

Refer application
to line
component

Record
application by
office administrator (OA)

Refer application
to official

Request
additional
information

Record approval
(OA)

Refer to head of
component to
approve
recommendation

Refer to
supervisor to
support
recommendation

Recommendation

Inspection

Refer to
scientific input

Record
recommendation
to PO

Record
recommendation

Issue permit
(PO)

Sign-off of
permit (Head of
Permit Office)
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12 An electronic permitting system will offer a variety of advantages
Advantages of the electronic permit system
▪

Reduced time frames for the processing of applications and issuing of permits in many cases provinces, due to:
– hard copies of applications and recommendations no longer having to be driven to Head Office for approval and issuance
– applications getting lost; therefore requiring re-submission of applications
▪ Ability for the applicant to track the progress of his/ her permit application
▪ Reduced cost of business, due to the fact that:
– permits can be submitted electronically instead of hard copies having to be handed in at the various permit offices;
– reduced time frames
▪ Potential of expanding the national electronic permit system for multi-departmental use (e.g. by DAFF or Department of Health in
respect of meat safety or wildlife medicine control)
▪ Easier issuance of integrated permits by multiple issuing authorities (e.g. research permits issued jointly by DEA and DAFF)
▪ Reduced number of permit officials and office costs (e.g. printing equipment) in provinces where functions have been de-centralised
to regions/ districts (these officials could be trained and applied for other functions, or re-deployed to offices where staff shortages
are experienced)
▪ Updated resource (scientific) information or resource use information (impact of restricted activities)
▪ Ease of access to industry information (e.g. how many game farms in South Africa, what is the spatial distribution of these game
farms, how many breeding facilities in South Africa) and ease of access to research information
▪ Readily available information improves ability to rationalise and make informed policy/ permit decisions (critical in litigation cases)
▪ Readily available scientific information informs transformation targets and improves the ability to measure performance in achieving
the targets
▪ Positive outcome of audits by the Auditor-General (in respect of effective operating procedures)
The electronic permit system will certainly improve the effectiveness of issuing permits, by reducing the time frames of permits
issuance. However, it is not possible to measure this saving in tangible terms, for the following reasons:
▪ There is no national electronic permits system in place that could serve as a bench mark for comparison purposes
▪ There are a number of variables that would affect the time effectiveness, e.g. budget constraints (provinces tend to lump
inspections to be done in the same area, in order to prevent unnecessary travel. GG vehicles are not readily available; therefore
officials share GG vehicles or make use of subsidised vehicles. In the case of the latter, only a limited
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12 Develop and implement an electronic wildlife permitting system and
centralised database
62.9

Total Cost ZAR Million

17.0

2016/17

2017/18

20.4

2018/19

25.5

2019/20

2020/21

2022-2030 Total Cost

Major cost drivers ZAR Million
62.9

Professional
Services
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13 Initiative:“Re-position” the Wildlife Forum as an efficient
interdepartmental/ industry collaboration and co-ordination platform to
promote the benefits of the Wildlife Economy
Case for change
Initiative Description
▪ This initiative will allow for the repositioning of the current wildlife forum to, in future,

▪
▪

serve as a structured interdepartmental/industry platform with a mandate to specifically
direct the implementation of the projects flowing from the lab, as well as future identified
projects relevant to the wildlife industry.
The forum will further focus on measuring progress with the implementation of projects
and the impacts thereof through progress reports and economic indicators, etc.
This initiative will capacitate decision makers within respective government departments
to make informed decisions regarding the protection and conservation of biological
resources as well as sustainable economic growth, including transformation, of the full
sector.

Implementing agency
▪ DEA
Key stakeholders identified
▪ Lab members
▪ Respective government departments and/or

▪
▪
▪
Motivation for proposal
▪ There is currently no platform for efficient and effective interdepartmental and cross-

▪

stakeholder collaboration and decision making.
A new platform could be created, but it may be more efficient and require fewer
resources to reposition the already established Wildlife Forum.

agencies
( to be identified from various LAB initiatives,Eg:
DEA, DAFF, NDT, DAFF, DTI, DST, DRDLR,
DOT,etcSAT, STATS SA, SANBI etc.)
Tertiary Institutions
Industry
Conservation organisations (eg EWT)

Required resources
▪ Full time secretariat
▪ Necessary budgets for the operational functioning of
the forum
(eg, task teams, meetings, etc.)

Implementation timeframe
▪ Start date: 1 June 2016;
▪ End Date: 31 March 2017
Level of implementation
▪ National
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13 Initiative: “Re-position” the Wildlife Forum as an efficient
interdepartmental/ industry collaboration and co-ordination platform
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

Currently, there is no sufficient interdepartmental coordination and collaboration
platform for the industry/government to implement and follow-up on the initiatives
identified at the Biodiversity Lab.

Based on the assumption that the Wildlife forum will
be formalised in NEMBA, the appointment of a
permanent secretariat will have to be created for
effective monitoring, measurement, etc.

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪

▪

N/A

Confirmation of the possibility to formalize the
wildlife forum in terms of NEMBA

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transformation

▪

▪

Forum to create a partnership platform

Forum to become the custodian of the
implementation activities following from the LAB
and will therefore contribute to transformation
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13 Initiative: “Re-position” the Wildlife Forum as an efficient
interdepartmental/ industry collaboration and co-ordination platform
(1/2)
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪

Completion of deliverables

N/A

Planned
start date

Activity

Deliverable

Duration

Responsible

12.1 To determine the required status, role and powers
of an interim forum

Wildlife Forum
Proposal report

01/06/16

2

DEA

12.2 To identify the stakeholder to be included in the
Wildlife Forum from the outcome of initiatives
informed by the LAB.

Wildlife Forum
Proposal report

01/06/16

2

DEA

12.3 Address gaps, shortcomings, constraints identified,
that would prevent the interim wildlife forum
functioning efficiently

Wildlife Forum
Proposal report

01/06/16

2

DEA

12.4 To revise the Terms of Reference of the Interim
Forum, including objectives and functions

TOR Completed

15/06/16

14

DEA
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13 Initiative: “Re-position” the Wildlife Forum as an efficient
interdepartmental/ industry collaboration and co-ordination platform
(2/2)
Planned
Activity

Deliverable

start date

Duration

Responsible

Short to Medium
term plan

15/07/16

34

DEA

Wildlife forum
strategic focus
report

07/10/16

23

DEA

12.7 To measure the economic growth of the full sector

Quarterly progress
reports

01/04/17

52

DEA

12.8 Prepare for the repositioning of the wildlife forum

Progress report

01/04/18

104 weeks

DEA

12.9 Operationalise the repositioned wildlife forum

Minutes from first
repositioned
wildlife forum
meeting

01/04/20

10 years

STATS SA

12.5 To develop a short to medium term work
plan/program of action for the Forum

12.6

To develop indicators to measure growth
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13 A taskforce to create Terms of Reference for the interim Wildlife forum
has already been established, but the new terms of reference will need
Ministerial approval

Process for Interim Wildlife Forum

April 2016

June September 2016

October 2016

Establishment of
Task Force

Development of
Terms of
Reference

Ministerial
sign-off

Task Force Members
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA (Led by Olga Kumalo)

▪

Mpumalanga Department of
Economic Development,
Environment and Tourism

WRSA
SAHGCA
CHASA
PHASA
WTA
Gauteng Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development
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13 Membership of the Wildlife Forum will expand to 42, with a mandate of
Interdepartmental/Industry Collaboration and Coordination
Membership

Mandate

▪

Forum works towards:

9 x Provincial Nature Conservation:
Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng, KZN,
Limpopo, North West, Mpumalanga,
Northern Cape, Western Cape

▪

2 x National Government Departments:
DEA, DAFF

▪

18 x Industry:
ABO, ADPHS, BLSA, CHASA, ECGMA,
NHSA, PHASA, PAAZA, PACASA, SABA,
SAHGCA, SAPA, SASACC, SAVA, SA
Wingshooters, TASA, WRSA, WTA

Current

▪

9 x Provincial Nature Conservation:
8 x National Government Departments:
DEA, DAFF, DRDLR, DST, DTI, NDT, NT,
SAPS
3 x Parastatals:
NZG, SANBI, SAT
4 x NGO: EWT, WWF, PPF, WESSA

▪

18 x Industry: As Above

Interim

▪

Promoting conservation through sustainable
use of renewable natural resources

▪

Promoting a responsible, self-regulatory and
practical hunting and wildlife industry

▪

Promoting, creating conditions for, and
implementing transformation in the whole
sector

▪

Promoting sector related sustainable tourism
growth and development to benefit of all

▪

Interdepartmental/Industry collaboration and
co-ordination platform to promote the
benefits of the Wildlife Economy

REPOSITIONED (To be established in terms of NEMBA: 2020)
To be determined
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Public Sector
13 Initiative:“Re-position” the Wildlife Forum as an efficient
Private Sector
interdepartmental/ industry collaboration and coordination platform to promote the benefits of the Wildlife Economy

20.1

Total Cost ZAR Million

17.6
1.5
0.3

0.3

0.3

2018/19

2019/20

0.2
0.2
0.2
0

0.1

2016/17

2017/18

2020/21

2022-2030

Total Cost

Major cost drivers ZAR Million

20.0

2.7
Employees

Travel and food
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14 Initiative: Provide the knowledge base to support and grow the wildlife
economy
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪

This initiative is intended to provide critical evidence and knowledge required to achieve
the growth, transformation and sustainability targets. The knowledge base contributes
to optimising benefits from the wildlife economy, removing knowledge barriers in the
regulatory system, and facilitating adaptive responses to changing socio-ecological
conditions. The scope includes compiling and validating data on current status and
projected benefits, improving knowledge for managing wildlife, dealing with risks to the
future of the industry, and providing an understanding of the socio-ecological systems
that affect the wildlife economy.
Key aspects of this initiative comprise: collating existing knowledge; identifying critical
knowledge gaps; developing a cooperative research network to strengthen the
knowledge and evidence base; strengthening platforms for sharing information and cocreating research questions; and making knowledge accessible through appropriate
information management systems.

DEA/ SANBI

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA
DST/NRF
SANBI
SANParks
Provincial Conservation
agencies
NGOs

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

There are major gaps in information available for many aspects of the wildlife economy,
which has been highlighted in gathering information for this Lab.;
Decision making is hampered by lack of appropriate evidence (e.g. Scientific Authority);
The wildlife economy is affected by complex socio-ecological dynamics that are poorly
understood (e.g. community management, perceptions of risk, managing commercial vs
biodiversity benefits). Large investments in this sector should be guided by good
evidence to avoid costly mistakes and wasteful expenditure;
Experience from other sectors (e.g. agriculture, fisheries) shows importance of
dedicated research network to support development.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

CSIR
ARC
HSRC
National Zoo.
Gardens
Universities
Industry

Coordinating capacity:
Operational costs
Human resources
Disbursement system

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: 1 July 2016
End Date: Dec 2018

Level of implementation

▪

National
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14 Initiative: Provide the knowledge base to support and grow the wildlife
economy
Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪

▪

▪

DEA has developed a Biodiversity Research and Evidence Strategy, which includes
knowledge needs for the wildlife economy. This is not currently funded and does not
address all the knowledge needs identified in the lab
Some existing research programmes funded through DEA, DST/NRF, Science Councils,
SANBI, universities and NGOs provides key aspects of the knowledge base. These
programmes need to be more cooperative and gaps in research must be addressed.

▪
▪

That existing research which is relevant to the
wildlife economy continues
That the major research needs identified through a
gap analysis can be funded in the outer years
That critical knowledge required to mobilise the lab
outputs can be obtained early in the process

Risks

Unresolved issues

▪

▪

Many of the initiatives rely on good baseline information and knowledge of complex
socio-ecological systems. The research programme may not be able to generate
knowledge in time. As a result, the research needs to be linked to adaptive management
systems so that implementation projects contribute to learning and knowledge
generation.

▪

The costing and detailed plans for ongoing
research programmes were not finalised. The 3 ft
plan provides for a process to undertake a gap
analysis, finalise costing and submit a proposal to
DST for a research programme.
The systems required to make knowledge
accessible were not identified. The 3ft plan
provides for a consultant to review existing
systems and recommend options

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transformation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

National Government: funding, setting up research programmes; oversight
SANBI: leadership and coordination of aspects of programme
Public entities: undertaking research, providing data
Universities and Science Councils: undertaking research and developing technologies
Industry/ private sector: funding research, providing data, monitoring, distributing
information
Communities: sharing local knowledge, monitoring

The knowledge gaps focus on the needs for
transformation, such as where to locate
government interventions, optimising benefits,
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14 Initiative: Provide the knowledge base to support and grow the wildlife
economy
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪

▪

Research programmes established
Knowledge products generated
Platforms for sharing knowledge established

Knowledge products accessible to decision makers

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

Activity

Deliverable

14.1 Existing knowledge products collated and
synthesized

Report &
database

01/07/16

52

SANBI

14.2 Knowledge gaps for different aspects of wildlife
economy identified

Report

01/07/16

52

SANBI

14.3 Cooperative socio-ecological research programmes Funded research
established and funded (to address planning, wildlife programme
management, risks, achieving societal values,
resilience and sustainability)

01/07/16

130

DEA/ DST

14.4 Platforms for interactions between research, policy
and managers strengthened

Functioning
forums

01/07/16

78

Wildlife Forum

14.5 Information and knowledge management systems
established/strengthened

Information
systems

01/07/16

182

DEA
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14 Initiative: Provide the knowledge base to support and grow the
wildlife economy
National
Other public sector entity

30.03

Total Cost ZAR Million

5.88

6.09

5.76

5.48

4.96

29.30
5.76

5.76

6.09

1.26
0.61

0.12

0

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1.87

4.96

5.48

0

0

0

0.73

2019/20

2020/21

2022-2030

Total Cost

Major cost drivers ZAR Million
19.3

8.4
0.1
Computer

0.1
Workshop

0.6

1.6

Travel and
venue

Professional
Services

Employees

Research
projects
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15 Initiative: Leverage protected areas to unlock economic potential

Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

Unlock the potential of protected areas so that they are effectively managed and
sustainably financed, and contribute to rural economic development. The initiative will also
establish governance frameworks that strategically expand and strengthen the
management and financing of protected areas at the systems level, promoting comanagement with local communities to maximize effectiveness and economic benefits. This
initiative will strengthens the rights of local communities to sustainable use of resources,
while developing their capacity to fulfil their responsibilities as land owners. It will also
support community conserved areas, promoting secure land tenure and effective
management. Expansion of protected area systems will increase tourism revenues,
business development and job opportunities.

▪

Conservation agencies

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪

CLCC
DEA
Municipalities

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

Protected areas are located in rural areas where they are seen as the only economy drive
for rural economic development. The intention of the initiative is to ensure that the economic
potential of protected areas is unlocked and resourced to contribute to the rural economic
development. Further to this, the initiative will ensure that protected areas that have been
restituted provide economic benefits to land owners for the sustainability of natural
resources within Pas, reduce poaching activities and strengthen partnership and good
governance amongst role players.

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

NDT
WRSA
Private sector
NGOs

Funding

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: June 2016
End Date: November 2019

Level of implementation

▪

Provinces
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15 Initiative: Leverage protected areas to unlock economic potential

Back-up data
Baseline/Fundamentals

Assumptions

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

156 of existing protected areas under land claims
63 land claims within protected areas have been settled
Set target of 17% of protected areas network by 2020
Lack of economic drivers within local communities
Lack of rural infrastructure and access to market
Most PAs located in rural areas
Lack of viable investment in local communities

Community buy-in

▪
Risks

Unresolved issues

▪
▪

▪

Conflict resolution
Insufficient capacity within implementing agencies

Not applicable

Partnership indicator

Contribution to transformation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Partnership, capacity and financial support from Chief land claims commission
Community forums
Partnership, capacity and financial support from DRDLR
Facilitation of implementation by conservation agencies
Investment and partnership support by private sector

▪

Participation of black rural communities into
ecotourism and wildlife activities value chain
Expansion of wildlife economy to black rural
communities
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15 Initiative: Leverage protected areas to unlock economic potential
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Co-management agreements
Land audit report
Feasibility study report
Budget report/funding approval
Legal entity proof of registration
PA declaration gazette

Number of agreements signed
Hectares/parcels of land audited
Number of legal entities established
Number of legal entity capacitated
Funding secured

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Activity

Deliverable

Responsible

15.1 Facilitate development of co-management agreements
with land owners on 60 PAs

60 CMA’s
established

01/06/16

52

Conservation agencies &
CLCC

15.2 Conduct land audit and use around 20 PAs

Land use report

01/06/16

52

Conservation agencies

15.3 Conduct feasibility study to inform the beneficiation
package for land owners)

Feasibility study
and report

01/06/16

52

Conservation agencies

15.4 Mobilise Funding support

Budget approval
granted

01/01/17

52

CLCC,Conservation
agencies

15.5 Facilitate establishment of legal entity for land owners

Registration
documentation

01/01/17

52

Conservation agencies;RLCC;communities

15.6 Provide governance and business training programmes to
80 legal entities

TOR Signed
and training
report

01/06/16

52

Training partners &
Mentors

15.7 Facilitate expansion of PAs through incorporation of
communal land as part of the PA network systems.

Annual reports

01/07/17

156

Conservation agencies
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15 By signing co-management agreements communities
gain access to economic resources whilst the conservation
estate grows
Current landscape without
community benefit

CONCEPTUAL

Lodge
Game

Potential PA landscape with
community benefit:
Comanagement
agreement

Community 1
Community 2

Repositioning
of fences
Protected Area

Private sector
Investment
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15 Initiative: Leverage protected areas to unlock economic potential
National
Provincial conditional allocations (Direct)

146.36
4.68

Total Cost ZAR Million

46.20
0.20

51.49
4.48

48.67
0

141.68
46.00

48.67

47.01

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2022-2030

Total Cost

Major cost drivers ZAR Million
120.9

14.6
10.2
0.6
Employees

Gazette

Workshop

Professional
Services
156
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RECOMMENDATIONS

i Recommendation: Develop a toolkit of effective wildlife business,
stewardship and partnership models
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪
▪

To provide for a framework within which toolkits for all Lab initiatives could be
developed, in order to guide and capacitate the role players on how a
successful wildlife business, stewardship and partnership models could be
effectively designed, funded and operationalized.
To ensure that existing government programmes and/ or funding mechanism’s
assessment/ selection tools incorporate developed tools to ensure support for
prospective wildlife business, stewardship and partnership initiatives.
To provide for a framework for tracking, monitoring and evaluation of each tool
to ensure model effectiveness and an assurance on security of investment and
benefits for all.

DEA

Key stakeholders identified





DRDLR
SANBI
DAFF
DPW (State land
custodian
 Provincial
conservation
agencies

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

 The current models have weakness ranging from poor / lack of institutional synergy,
governance and capacity
 There was no proper implementation and monitoring mechanism for all models.

▪

 Private Sector
 Civil society
 Communities/ Land
owner

Existing financial and human resources
capacity of relevant role players

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: 01 June 2016
End Date: 31 December 2017

Level of implementation

▪

Local/ regional / national
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i Recommendation: Develop a toolkit of effective wildlife business,
stewardship and partnership models
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪

▪

Templates with important features for various tools
List of proposed and existing tools to be developed or reviewed
Comprehensive toolkit for all initiatives available

Activity

▪

All tools approved, implemented and available in relevant
platforms
Revived wildlife business, stewardship and partnership models
with appropriate tools for operation

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

i.1

Develop a templates with important features for
various tools proposed by various initiatives

Various Tools

01/07/16

17

DEA

i.2

Review existing tools and models in line with the
developed template

Reviewed Tools
and Models

01/06/16

26

SANBI

i.3

Identify various government programmes and
funding mechanisms that should incorporate tools
and their initiatives/ models

Progress Report

01/01/16

61

DEA/ DRDLR

i.4

Develop a framework for proper implementation
and monitoring of all tools and models/initiatives

M& E Mechanism

01/01/16

61

DEA
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ii Recommendation: Promote sustainable use as a foundation for
conservation and growth of biodiversity economy
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

The objective of this initiative is to promote environmental and socio-economic
benefits of sustainable use both locally as well as internationally. It is suggested
that a national promotional campaign confirming the South African
government’s support of responsible sustainable utilization and emphasizing
the socioeconomic and environmental benefits accrued through responsible
sustainable utilization be launched. Additionally, it is recommended that an
international promotional campaign promoting the social and environmental
benefits of sustainable use as entrenched in the constitution of South Africa be
launched.

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

PHASA
WRSA
SAHGCA
DEA
SANBI
CHASA
Conservation agencies

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

▪

▪

In light of increasing international pressure mounting against the sustainable
use philosophy, as can be seen by recent hunting trophy bans, press releases
and public outcries, it is imperative that South Africa launches an international
and a national promotional campaign promoting the social and environmental
benefits of sustainable use as entrenched in the constitution of South Africa and
the implications of trade bans to social and economic development in South
Africa. This promotional campaign needs to elevate sustainable utilisation as a
national priority influencing mining, agriculture and other resource uses.

TBD

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: Immediate
End Date: 01 January 2019

Level of implementation

▪

National and International
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ii Recommendation: Promote sustainable use as a foundation for
conservation and growth of biodiversity economy
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪

Deliverables completed on time

Activity

10% public awareness and understanding of sustainable
use and its relationship to conservation.

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

ii.1 Develop a national promotional campaign confirming
the South African government’s support of
responsible sustainable utilization emphasizing the
socioeconomic and environmental benefits accrued
through responsible sustainable utilization

Promotional
campaign

June 2016

12

DEA (Flauna)

ii.2 Set targets and milestones to enable monitoring of
the success of both international and national
initiatives

Targets and
milestones
developed

June 2016

12

DEA

ii.3 Role out a national promotional campaign

Campaign launch

September 2016

104

DEA (Flauna)

ii.4 Develop an international sustainable use campaign
focusing on the social and environmental benefits

Promotional
campaign

September 2016

104

DEA (Flauna)

ii.5 Role out an international sustainable use campaign
focusing on the social and environmental benefits

Campaign launch

September 2016

104

DEA (Flauna)

ii.6 Measure success of national and international
promotional campaigns based on milestones and
targets set, re-evaluate where necessary

Outcomes of
monitoring

January 2019

12

DEA
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iii Recommendation: Develop a strategic marketing campaign and value
proposition for mixed game and livestock systems
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

This initiative will change the perception that exists amongst certain landowners
and conservation officers that a thriving wildlife enterprise and successful
commercial farming enterprise is mutually exclusive. Many misconceptions exist,
in terms of. Disease transmission from game to livestock(and from livestock to
game), ecological utilisation and the compatibility of a game/livestock systems,
potential conflicting land uses and its impact the potential market. This will be a
promotional campaign that will showcase the potential of gradually moving into a
mixed system, as a means of entering the wildlife market.

▪

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA,
DAFF (ARC)
WRSA
SA Hunters and CHASA

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

•

▪

•
•

•

Some misconceptions exist amongst both land owners and conservation
officials that the two are mutually exclusive, whereas success in this area has
already been achieved in the Limpopo Bushveld, Zululand and even the Masai
in Kenya farm livestock amongst wildlife.
Risks should be identified and mitigation be explored, livestock/predator
interactions, cultural values in terms of wealth value assigned to livestock and
not game.
Economic benefits in terms of lower capital expenditure of converting to a mixed
system compared to an exclusively wildlife systems (lower infrastructure costs);
the fact that livestock is a more liquid asset; incompatibility, perceived or real, of
the different land uses, specifically when it comes to the development of
tourism, etc,
Ecological benefits in terms of better utilisation of the local biomass, and
lessened pressure on the environment, because of an increased profitability.

TBD

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: April 2017
End Date: December 2019

Level of implementation

▪

National
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iii Recommendation: Develop a strategic marketing campaign and value
proposition for mixed game and livestock systems
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

Development of 2/3 brochures & 2/3 supporting file sets.
Audiovisual aids on case studies
Roll out material to 9 prov. agencies, extension officers, game
farmers and communities
Number of mixed game/livestock farms identified

Permits for and in mixed systems issued more broadly
Growth in the number of mixed game/livestock farms
documented

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

01/04/17

52

DAFF (ARC), DEA
and provinces

iii.2 Distribute and disseminate material to extension
services, conservation departments, and
associations

Material presented 01/04/18
to all role players,
for further use.
Growth in number
of mixed systems

52

DEA, DAFF and
WRSA, SA Hunters and CHASA

iii.3 Develop toolkit for measuring the number of mixed
game/livestock systems.

Toolkit and
upskilling of
officers use
effectively

104

DEA, DAFF and
WRSA, SA Hunters and CHASA

Activity

Deliverable

Brochures
iii.1 Developing material to promote mixed game and
livestock/commercial farming systems (Inclusive of
Audiovisual aids
animal health issues and misconceptions, the benefits of mixed systems, case studies of successful
enterprises and incentives for managing free
roaming game management from conservation
departments)

01/04/17

Responsible
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iv Recommendation: Establish mechanisms to allow for holistic and
integrated management of animal health and conflict issues at the
livestock-wildlife interface
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪

▪

This initiative will center on creating an effective platform within government to allow for
strategic integration of livestock and wildlife into the economy. This will include
establishment of an intergovernmental forum between authorities responsible for
agriculture, veterinary issues and wildlife, and a review of veterinary and agricultural
policy issues, including international trade issues, that may block greater integration
between wildlife and livestock.
A research programme that will provide the information required to manage risk and
create a balance between protection of traditional livestock farming and growth of the
wildlife economy, including finding mechanisms to run wildlife and domestic stock on the
same land, will be developed and funded. Research will focus on disease ecology,
epidemiology and risk management, with emphasis on longitudinal studies.
This initiative will also focus on creating incentive mechanisms to retain large predators
in the landscape despite the presence of economically valuable game species.

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DEA
SANBI (research)
Formal conservation
State Vets
Academics
Formal Agriculture
Game industry

Motivation for proposal

Required resources



▪



Growth of the wildlife economy will result in a greater interface between livestock and
wild animals. This will require a better understanding and a more active management of
this interface, especially in relation to the transmission of infectious diseases and
parasites from domestic stock to wildlife and vice versa. Failure to manage this interface
could pose a significant threat to growth of the wildlife economy.
The increase in value of game species is resulting in decreasing numbers and available
habitat for large predators, notably leopard. Presently a leopard is worth more dead than
alive in many instances. Not only is this a threat to the species and ecological
processes, but this is resulting in loss of opportunities and income to the hunting sector
of he wildlife economy. This initiative seeks to explore and provide incentives for
retaining predators in the landscape despite the presence of high value game species.

TBD

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: 2016
End Date: 2019

Level of implementation

▪

National
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iv Recommendation: Establish mechanisms to allow for holistic and
integrated management of animal health and conflict issues at the
livestock-wildlife interface
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪

Increasing trend in leopard numbers on private land and protected areas
as determined from a formal scientific monitoring programme

▪

Intergovernmental forum between DAFF and DEA at a Chief Directorate
and Directorate level operating effectively

Deliverables completed on time

Activity

Deliverable
Forum inception
meeting

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

01/07/16

30

Office of Minister of
Environmental
Affairs
AHEAD program

iv.1

Establish an intergovernmental forum between DAFF and
DEA at a Chief Directorate and Directorate level

iv.2

Convene a cross-sectoral scientific symposium (building
Symposium
on existing Animal and Human Health for Environment and proceedings
Development (AHEAD) programme)

01/07/17

100

iv.3

Develop a funded research programme to address priority Research priorities
disease and parasite ecology, epidemiology and risk
report; funding to
issues at the human-wildlife-livestock interface
support research
secured

01/07/16

250

iv.4

Create incentive mechanisms to retain large predators in
the broader landscape; will require formalized monitoring
programme to monitor trends of leopard populations

01/07/17

100

Incentive package,
including legislative
amendments if
necessary

Responsible

DEA & DAFF

Intergovernmental
task team working
with industry and
landowners
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v Recommendation: Fast track the development of norms and standards
to actively manage and mitigate critical wildlife economy risks such as
intensive and selective breeding, animal diseases and invasive species
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

▪

▪

Establish a task team to develop the norms and standards for the wildlife
economy. The norms and standards will aim to mitigate and manage risks
facing the wildlife economy.
The goal of the norms and standards is to:
– Develop an economically viable consumptive and non-consumptive
business in order to generate sufficient benefit streams to improve the
livelihoods of stakeholders and create a net positive contribution to
conservation.
Risks may include; invasive species, animal disease, loss of ecosystem
services and loss of genetic diversity.

DEA

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DDG Dr Guy Preston (DEA)
DDG Shoni Munzhedzi (DEA)
Dr John Donaldson (SANBI)
Dr N Molefe (Director VPN, DAFF)
Dr G Dry (WRSA)

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

▪

▪

▪
▪

Perception that intensive breeding poses a risk to ecological integrity of the
resource base.
Invasive species pose a threat to habitat while animal diseases such as foot
and mouth disease and avian flu pose a threat to the wildlife economy and
human health.
It is therefore highly recommended that the task force be established to
accelerate the development of norms and standards for the wildlife economy.

TBD

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: June 2016
End Date: December 2016

Level of implementation

▪

National
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v Recommendation: Fast track the development of norms and standards
to actively manage and mitigate critical wildlife economy risks such as
intensive and selective breeding, animal diseases and invasive species
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪

▪

Deliverables completed on time

Activity
v.1

v.2

v.3

v.4

N/A

Deliverable

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Responsible

Establish task force

Minutes from first
meeting

04/06/16

4

DEA

Develop norms and standards

Norms and
standards

03/07/16

30

Threats and Risk
Task Force

Gazette norms and standards

Publication in
Government
Gazette

01/03/17

1

DEA

Finalise norms and standards

Report detailing
outcome

01/04/17

12

DEA
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vi Recommendation: Develop, upskill and resource extension services to
facilitate the growth of the wildlife economy
Case for change
Initiative Description

Implementing agency

▪

▪

This initiative proposes repositioning existing extension services to facilitate
access and growth within the wildlife industry. These services must be
capacitated to ensure that they can provide the necessary service. These
services will ultimately encourage the formation of the wildlife economy nodes
but will focus on existing areas which can contribute towards the wildlife
economy. The services which will need to be repositioned may include the
DAFF, Provincial Conservation departments, Small Business development and
Local Municipalities

MINMECH

Key stakeholders identified

▪
▪
▪
▪

Provincial conservation
authorities
Treasury
Industry
Department of
Agriculture

Motivation for proposal

Required resources

▪

▪

▪

The industry have already expressed a desire to receive support and guidance.
This unit will ensure that processes and the industry is sustainable and will
ensure that new entrants into the industry are provided with the appropriate
information to ensure the long term survival of their interest.
The provision of extension support will ensure the sustainability of the industry
and its ability to meet changes in market drivers.

▪
▪
▪
▪

WRSA
SAHGCA
Department of
Labour
Economic
Development

TBD

Implementation timeframe

▪
▪

Start date: August 2016
End Date:

Level of implementation

▪

Provincial
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vi Recommendation: Develop, upskill and resource extension services to
facilitate the growth of the wildlife economy
Input KPIs

Output KPIs

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Baseline per province developed
Skills audit and skills development plan
Funding plan to support above
Training rolled out

Support the target relating to training activities

Planned
start date

Duration
Weeks

Activity

Deliverable

Responsible

vi.1 Develop baseline of how many conservation /
stewardship and agricultural extension officers are
active (and id additional officers required) in all
provinces

Baseline per
province
developed

September 2016

14

DAFF, DEA,
Provincial
agencies

vi.2 Identify skills base of officers, the skills gaps and
how these will be overcome

Skills audit and
September 2016
skills development
plan

30

DAFF, DEA,
Provincial
agencies

vi.3 Review of funds available and reprioritization to
support these activities (and sourcing additional
funds)

Funding plan to
September 2016
support skills
development plan

30

DAFF, DEA,
Provincial
agencies

vi.4 Training roll-out and expanded integrated
(agricultural and conservation) support services

Training rolled out April 2017

150

Training
institutions, DAFF,
DEA and
Provincial
agencies
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Next steps

Legislative
changes

Key risks

Decisions
required
post-Lab

▪ Development of new chapter in NEMBA focusing on sustainable use.
▪ Amend Chapter 4 in NEMBA regarding threatened and protected species (TOPS) to streamline
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

permit requirements.
Amend Chapter 5 in NEMBA to include processes and activities as potential threats to biodiversity.
Game meat regulations to be published in the Gazette for implementation (DAFF).
Insufficient funding for enabling and governing of the Wildlife Economy
Lack of effective intergovernmental cooperation and collaboration.
Lack of continued stakeholder commitment.
Insufficient capacity within implementing agencies.
Negative public perceptions of the wildlife industry.
High rate of land use change to non-compatible land uses may prevent us from finding sufficient
land.

▪ Budgets revised, prioritised and committed to fund the Lab outputs.
▪ The Wildlife Forum needs to be repositioned and strengthened to drive the Lab outputs.
▪ Create sufficient dedicated and mandated capacity within implementation agencies to deliver on the
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lab output.
Game donation process has to be formalized to enable game stocking on new land.
Establishment of Game Meat Project Office (GAMPO) in DAFF to drive the Game Meat scheme.
Formalization and launching of Biodiversity Economy Nodes.
Transformation charter and scorecard developed.
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Key government departments
Department of Environmental Affairs
 The DEA aims to provide leadership in
environmental management,
conservation and protection towards
sustainability for the benefit of South
Africans and the global community
 The Biodiversity and Conservation
branch ensure the sustainable managed
of environmental and natural resources
Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform
 DRDLR is responsible for developing
and implement an integrated rural
development programme as well as the
land reform process.
 Both these functions are critical to the
development and growth of the wildlife
industry

Department of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries
 DAFF is responsible for advancing
food security and agrarian
transformation in the agricultural sector
 The Animal Production branch
provides leadership and support for
livestock, aquaculture and game
farming
Department of Labour
 The Department of Labour is
responsible for creating legislation that
regulates labour practices and
activities.
 Their mandate is to reduce
unemployment, poverty and inequality

Department of Tourism

Department of Trade and Industry

 The Department of tourism is
responsible for developing an inclusive
and sustainable tourism economy

 The DTI promotes the growth and
development of the South African
economy to be globally competitive.

 Eco-tourism, and especially wildlife
tourism plays a pivotal role in the
tourism economy

 This mandate is particularly relevant in
terms of Export and Investment
opportunities for the wildlife industry

SOURCE: Government websites
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Key industry players
WRSA
▪ Wildlife Ranching South Africa is a
national organization which aims to
represent the interests of interest in
game, game ranchers, professional
hunters, hunting outfitters, taxidermists,
game reserves and commercial farmers
▪ X members…

SAHGCA
▪ The South African Hunters and Game
Conservation Association aims to
represent the interests of hunters,
sport shooters and game farmers in
South Africa
▪ 38,500 members and 74 branches

CHASA
▪ The Hunters Confederation of South
Africa aims to represent the hunter in
securing the freedom to hunt.
▪ CHASA is made up of over 25 hunting,
hunting related and shooting affiliates
across South Africa.

EWT
▪ The Endangered Wildlife Trust is
dedicated to conserving threatened
species and ecosystems in southern
Africa

PHASA
▪ The Professional Hunters Association of
South Africa represent the professional
hunting industry. PHASA promotes
conservation, ethical hunting and the
ecologically sustainable use of natural
resources.
▪ 1,200 members

SA Wildlife College
▪ SA wildlife college provides education,
training and skills development in in
natural resource management and
conservation practices
▪ The College has trained over 14,000
people from 46 countries
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Key legislation

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Animal Identification Act, No. 6 of 2002
▪ To consolidate the law relating to the
identification of animals and to provide
for incidental matters

Animal Protection Act No. 71 of 1962
▪ To consolidate and amend the laws
relating to the prevention of cruelty
to animals

Animal Improvement Act, 1998
(Act no. 62 of 1998)
▪ To provide for breeding, identification
and utilization of genetically superior
animals in order to improve production
and performance of animals in the
interest of the Republic and to provide
for matters connected therewith

Conservation of Agricultural
Resources Act No. 43 of 1983
▪ Through the Natural Resource
Management unit, the department
provides for control over the utilization
of natural agricultural resources in
order to promote the Conservation of
soil, water sources, vegetation, and
animals and the combating weeds and
invader plants

Animal Diseases Act, 1984
(Act 35 of 1984)
▪ Health control, imports and export of
animals. Through the Veterinary
Services unit, the Department provides
for control measures for the prevention
of diseases and parasites and for
schemes to promote animal health

Co-operatives Act. 1981
(Act No 91 of 1981)
▪ To provide for the formation,
Incorporation functioning. winding up
and dissolution of cooperatives; for the
appointment of a registrar of
cooperatives; and for the incidental
matters

SOURCE: Government and regulator websites
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Key legislation

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Disaster Management Act. 2002
(Act 57 of 2002)
▪ To provide for an integrated and coordinated disaster management policy
that focuses on preventing or reducing
risk of disaster, mitigating the severity of
disaster, emergency preparedness.
rapid and effective response to disaster
and post-disaster recovery

Meat Safety Act. 2000 ( Act No. 40
of 2000)
▪ To provide for measures to promote
meat safety and the safety of animal
products; to establish and maintain
essential national standards in respect
of abattoirs; to regulate the importation
and exportation of meat

Fencing Act. 1963 (Act 31 of 1963)
▪ To consolidate the laws relating to
fences and the fencing of farms and
other holdings and matters incidental
thereto

National Environmental Management
Act No. 107 of 1998
▪ To provide for cooperative,
environmental governance by
establishing principles for decisionmaking on matters affecting the
environment

Marketing of Agricultural Products Act.
1996 (Act No. 47 of 1996)
▪ To authorize the establishment and
enforcement of regulatory measures to
intervene in the marketing of agricultural
products, including the introduction of
levies on agricultural products

National Environmental Management:
Biodiversity Act No. 10 of 2004
▪ To provide for the management and
conservation of South Africa's
biodiversity within the framework of
the National Environmental
Management Act, 1998: the protection
of the species and ecosystems that
warrant national protection

SOURCE: Government and regulator websites
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Job creation

The wildlife sector could double the number of jobs and GDP
contribution in economic value creation in the next 8-10 years

GDP contribution
R billions

GDP contribution

Job creation
# of jobs

6

130,000
120,000

5

110,000

4

100,000
90,000

3
2
2.88

3.14

3.42

3.73

4.07

4.43

4.83

5.26

5.74

80,000
70,000
60,000

1

50,000

0

40,000

2016

2017

2018

2019

SOURCE: NBES and internal analysis

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024
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Cost of Capital for Wildlife Ranching is higher for smaller farms
Wildlife ranching initial investment for every R1 of annual revenue, Rand
150 LSU

13.67

1,000 LSU

13.02

12.73
11.0311.03

600 LSU

11.3411.55

11.45
10.56

10.30

9.91

9.44 9.49

8.66 8.53

Grassland

Lowveld

Bushveld

SOURCE: Game Ranch Profitability in South Africa (2015)

Kalahari

Karoo
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Head of game is increasing while head of cattle remains constant
Animals head count, Millions
Cattle

Game

16,0
15,5
15,0
14,5
14,0
13,5
13,0
12,5
12,0
11,5
11,0
10,5
10,0
2008

2009

2010

SOURCE: DAFF Statistics, Four Sector Study and Internal Analysis

2011

2012

2013
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Assuming 200,000 domestic hunters, revenue generated would come to
almost R 8 billion in 2015
Animal Consumption by
Domestic Hunters
# head of game Million

Domestic Hunting Revenue
Rand Billions
7.960

8.000

1.8

1.60

1.6

7.000
+79%

6.000
5.000

1.76

1.4
1.2

4.446

1.0

4.000
0.8
3.000

0.6

2.000

0.4

1.000

0.2

0

0
2010
SOURCE: Internal analysis

2015

2010

2015
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Survey results: 17.4 % of survey respondents stated that they owned
a ranch that was under under land claim

Farms under land claim
% of all respondents (n=86)

Would invest less if ranch was
under claim
% of all respondents (n=86)

Yes
17.4

82.6
No

SOURCE: WRSA Survey sent out to >2,000 recipients on 29 March 2016

No
11.6

88.4
Yes
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Survey results: 75 % of ranches under land claim, have been under claim
for more than 5 years
Length of land claim
% of Respondents

0-1 Year

12.5%

1-4 Years

12.5%

More than 5 years

SOURCE: WRSA Survey sent out to >2,000 recipients on 29 March 2016

75.0%
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Survey results: 5.8% of ranchers are involved in community partnerships
and 57% of these are less than 100 ha
Ranchers involved in community
partnerships
% of respondents (n=86)
Community
Partnerships
5.8

Size of community partnerships ranches
% of respondents involved in partnerships
0-100ha

57.1%

100-1000ha

14.3%

1000-2000ha

0%

2000-5000ha

0%

More than 5000ha

28.6%

Size of private operations
% of respondents involved with private
operations
0-100ha

4.7%

100-1000ha
1000-2000ha
94.2
Private Operations

2000-5000ha
More than 5000ha

SOURCE: WRSA Survey sent out to >2,000 recipients on 29 March 2016

37.2%
22.1%
19.8%
16.3%
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Communities play an important role in sustaining and even increasing
animal populations
Kenya

Namibia

▪ In 1977, Kenya placed a ban on hunting and the

▪ By the late 1980s, wildlife was almost wholly

▪
▪

consumptive use of wildlife.
Ownership and management of wild animals
was fully transferred to the government
Kenya’s wildlife has declined by more than 70
percent since the hunting ban came into effect

▪

▪

extirpated.
After independence in 1990, new wildlife policies
that invested tribal communities with control over
the game, while simultaneously establishing firm
quotas for individual species, were established.
Namibia has since seen an exponential increase
in wildlife numbers

Species

1980s 2012

Mountain
Zebra

~1,000 ~24,000

Springbuck

~1,000 ~93,000

Desert
Elephant

~150

~750
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Conservation is achieved by giving communities an opportunity to derive
economic benefit from the natural resource base
Kenya
Government
ownership
Lack of
adequate
management
Humanwildlife
conflict
Wildlife
perceived as
burden
Increase in
poaching
and

Namibia
Centrally managed systems are
difficult to control
The government did not have the
resources or capabilities to
effectively manage wildlife
Lack of fences meant that cattle
and other livestock often fell prey
to lion or leopard and elephants
destroyed crops
Tourism contributed to the
economy, local communities saw
very little of the economic benefits
Poaching for meat or illegal trade
became an alternative for poverty
ridden rural communities

Policies and regulation enabling
self-regulation eased the
Private
management burden on a resource
ownership/
custodianship poor government
Food
security

Access to resources enabled
communities to become self
sufficient

Income
Source

Trophy hunting offered a lucrative
revenue stream for rural
communities

Guarding of
resources
Reduction of
poaching and
exploitation

The revenue from hunting
encouraged communities to
manage their resources
Conservation and preservation of
natural resources
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Hunting is a major contributor to the income generated by wildlife
activities
2012 data – Wildlife Tourism Revenue in USD
Population

Revenue

Revenue
p/capita

2,300,000

517,000,000

224.78

53,000,000

9,547,000,000

180.13

43,200,000

650,117,647

15.05

Hunting
Permitted

Namibia

South Africa

Kenya

At the turn of the millennium, it was estimated that the absence of hunting costing Kenya US$20–
40 million p.a. in lost revenues (US$31-62 million in 2015)

SOURCE: UNWETO (2012), Elliott and Mwangi (1998) & Hurt and Ravn, (2000)
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